
XI. PROPRIETARIES 

Proprietaries are business entities, wholly owned by the Central 
Intelligence Agency, which either actually do business as private 
firms, or appear to do business under commercial guise. They are part 
of the “arsenal of tools” the CIA believes it must have to be an effec- 
tive intelligence component.’ In recent years, particularly during the 
Vietnam War, serious questions were raised about this proprietary 
capability. 

Much of the accompanying criticism stemmed from a lack of un- 
derstanding of the role of proprietaries in both United States foreign 
policy and the intelligence operations. Some of the criticism arose from 
the suspected entrance of proprietaries into areas where they would be 
in competition with legitimate business interests, such as the airline 
industry. It has been feared that their profits were used to provide 
secret funding for covert operations, thus avoiding scrutiny by the Ex- 
ecutive and the ConTress through a “back door” funding process. 

In addition, there have been allegations that the domestic impact of 
these entities has effectively violated the Agency’s charter, which gen- 
erally proscribes domestic activity of a police or internal security 
nature. Concerns have been expressed that favored treatment has been 
given these proprietaries by other Government agencies, such as the 
Internal Revenue Service and the Civil Aeronautics Board. The fact 
that the size and number of these mechanisms is unknown has caused 
concern about potentially pervasive influence on the free enterprise 
system. Questions have arisen about whether Agency policy included 
using these entities to engage in illegal activities to make profits which 
could be used to fund clandestine operations. Most notably, the latter 
charges have involved allegations that the Agency’s air proprietaries 
were involved in drug tra5cking.2 

Concern has been expressed about t,he Agency’s financial and man- 
agement control over proprietaries and about the treatment of funds 
related to such entities.3 It is understandable that there would be mis- 
givings and suspicion, since much that would have explained the role 
of these proprietaries has rema;ned classified. The Committee has, 
nonetheless, been able to conduct broad review of these operations. 
This review has included examination of documents at the CIA, and 
testimony from present and former Agency employees. 

In general, these mechanisms have operated with a proper concern 
for legality, propriety and ethical standards at the headquarters level. 
The deviatrons that have occurred were in the field and generally in 

‘Testimony of Chief of Cover and Commercial Staff (CCS), l/27/76, p. 20. 
* The Committee found no substance to these charges. 
‘A careful review has revealed that the CIA’s proprietaries are appropriately 

limited and controlled with careful considered given to restrict their use within 
the spirit and letter of the law by headquarters-level personnel. 
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the area of operators, rather than management personnel. More- 
over, the use and past expansion of the proprietaries was a direct 
result of demands placed upon the Agency by Presidents, Secretaries 
of State and the policy mechanisms of government. This is particu- 
larly true of the large air proprietary corn lex used to support para- 
military operations in Southeast Asia. R T e only exception to this 
pattern is the insurance complex, which was partially established on 
Agency init,iatives to fill a pressing need. 

A conceptual problem which continually confronts the intelligence 
community, applies with full force in the 
kinds of covert action were developed to 0 

roprieta 
$ 

area. As certain 
eal with t e perceived com- 

munist threat, the use of certain mechanisms had to be limited. In a 
totalitarian society for example, governmental and “private” enter- 
prises are essentially one. The government can and does use these en- 
tities for intelligence and other official purposes. In our society, how- 
ever, that which is governmental is generally distinct from that which 
is private. Traditionally, problems have developed when the govern- 
ment has crossed into the private sector. Proprietaries are no exception 
to this dilemma. They are, in fact, the embodiment of it. 

Thus, the fundamental question presented in this portion of the Com- 
mittee’s inquiry is: can a free and open society tolerate such a conflu- 
ence of conflicting roles ? The Committee concludes that it can, pro- 
vided that the Congress plays a ‘role in t.he supervision of these mech- 
anisms to ensure that the delicate balance struck in our society between 
governmental and private actions is maintained. While there may have 
been a temptation to view proprietaries as “abusive” per se, this atti- 
tude was eschewed by the Committee. Although there are potential 
problems with proprietaries, the Committee feels that aggressive over- 
sight can protect the rights of American citizens and institutions with- 
out the need for a ban on the use of proprietaries which serve a 
legitimate intelligence function. 

A. &‘ERVIJZW 

Acting under broad authority granted them by the National Secu- 
rity Act of 1947 and Central Intelligence Act of 1949, the various 
Directors of Central Intelligence have established propr&.aries (Gov- 
ernment-owned business enterprises, foundations and quasi-business 
enterprises) to serve a variety of intelligence and covert action pur- 
poses. Chief among those purposes have been: 

1. Provision of Cover for In,telGgence Collect&m and Action Projects 
Commercial firms established in foreign countries provide plausible 

reasons for the presence of CIA case officers. Agency-funded founda- 
tions serve as conduits of funds for a variety of purposes, in&din 
clandestine activities and contributions to scholars conducting researc f 
which supports United States foreign policy positions. 

2’. Extension of Agency Influence and Information Network in Ouer- 
8eaS Business Community 

The very act of establishing a proprietary firm requires banking, 
insurance, and other services. Acquiring these services entails support, 
communications, and intimate business relationships with bona fide 
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commercial entities here and abroad. At a minimum, these relation- 
ships require the clearance of those in top management positions for 
access to CIA business. On occasion this relationship includes the 
Agency using commercial contacts for information or assistance. 

3. Pro&sim of hhpporting Services for Cmtert Operatims 
In paramilitary operations, airlift and sealift bv Agency-owned 

carriers has many advantages : flexibility, security, ability to implant 
technical collection devices, etc. CL4 agents, who en-gage in haz- 
ardous activities which would ordinarilv make them uninsurable, can 
obtain comnlercial insurance at standard or suhsidized rates via a con- 
glomerate of CI,4-owned insurance companies. In foreign locations 
where actual contact with the nearest, CIA station is not operationally 
discreet, proprietaries provide payroll channels and other administra- 
tive services for Agency personnel. Firms based in locations with per- 
missive corporate laws and regulations can also engage in many 
activities unrelated to their charters. For example, insurance firms can 
acquire real estate for operational purposes on a non-attributed basis. 

4. Operation. of Propaganda Mechanisms 
In establishing the clandestine radios (Radio Free Europe and 

Radio J,ibertp) in the 195Os, the CIA acquired a means of directly 
influencing populations behind the Iron Curtain. These proprietaries 
were eventually disposed of and placed under the aegis of the Depart- 
ment of State. 

5. Management of Pm’vate Investments 
The Agency would deny that private investment is a purpose of 

proprietaries. Agency officials state that standing policy prohibits the 
investment of CIA operational funds in the private sector without ex- 
plicit authorization by the DCI. Actually, the existence of proprietary 
enterprises which occasionally returned sizable profits, indicates that 
private investment may indeed have been a widespread Agency policy. 
Moreover, the Agencv has specifically authorized its insurance com- 
plex to act as an institutional investor for its own funds and those of 
other proprietaries. Thus, the extent of private investment by the 
Agency is actually a question of definition and shading. 

B. +%WJCTURE 

Proprietaries fall into two broad categories : 

(1) Operating companies which actually do business as 
private firms ; and 

(2) Non-operating companies which appear to do business 
under commercial guise. 

These entities mav be le.~alIy constituted as corporations. partner- 
ships, or sole proprietorships ; or they may have no such legal standing, 
i.e., they may be “notional” entities financed by the Agency. Corporate 
proprietaries are incorporated in accordance with the statutory pro- 
visions of the jurisdiction of incorporation, are subject to the same 
review as any corporate entity within that jurisdiction, file applicable 
state and Federal tax returns, and obtain the necessary licenses to 
conduct business. 



Both operating and non-operating companies serve two purposes: 
(1) they provide cover, attribution for funding, and administrative 
assistance to agents and clandestine activities ; and (2) they provide 
services not available through normal commercial facilities. Because 
these instrumentalities are established as private organizations, they 
must be organized and managed in accordance with normal business 
practices and requirements for the types of enterprises they appear 
to be. 

The Agency has generally employed proprietaries when they have 
been the only way, or clearly the best way, to achieve an approved ob- 
jective. Under Agency rules proprietaries are established or allowed 
to continue only so long as they contribute to accomplishment of the 
CIA’s mission, and remain the most effective means to achieve 
Agency objectives. While current policy does limit the use of oper- 
ating proprietary mechanisms, the Agency does retain its capability 
to use these mechanisms, although it limits the size of the actual en- 
tities being maintained. 

A review of Agency files shows that the number of operating pro- 
prietaries has been consciously pared by about 50 percent since the 
mid-1960s. These reductions were the result of both the Katzenbach 
guidelines associated with the National Student Association disclosures 
in 1967, and a survey conducted by the CIA Insnector General in that 
same year. In addition, the need for proprietaries has declined as a 
result of: (1) a general shift in emphasis away from covert action; 
(2) the transfer of Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty to the Board 
of International Broadcasting with funding through State Depart- 
ment; (3) the liquidation of the assets of the Air America complex 
as requirements for CIA support in Southeast Asia diminished ; (4) 
the sale of Southern Air Transport and the liquidation of assets of 
Intermountain Aviation with their exposure in the press; and (5) a 
change in the Agency’s approach to contingency requirements. 

The evidence received by the committee indicates that the activities 
of all agency pronrietaries support the CIA’s foreign intelligence 
collection or covert action missions. Some proprietaries are located 
within the United States for reasons of operational or administrative 
necessitv, thus there is a domestic infrastructure, but their ultimate 
imnact is overseas. Some of the questionable domestic uses of these en- 
tities are detailed in the sections of this Report on “MERRIMAC” 
and related programs .4 In one area, the insurance complex, serious 
questions remain as to the propriety of using such a mechanism to 
provide insurance and retirement benefits for agency employees. 

1. Operating Proprietaries 
Operating proprietaries conduct business in the commercial sphere. 

While they may compete directly with privately-owned corporations 
such comnetition is limited by the agency so that private comnanies 
will not be denrived of substantial income. The Agency has been 
careful to limit the amount of commercial business engaged in by 
these proprietaries to that necessary to support the viability of the 
commercial cover. Revenues have been used to partially offset operat- 
ing costs, and aggregate profits over the years have been relatively 

‘ See the Select Committee’s detailed &port on CHAOS. 
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small. Only two proprietaries have shown significant profits: the Air 
America conlplex, primarily by fulfilling Government contracts in 
Southeast Asia; and the insurance company, by handling trust funds 
and insurance. 

Depending upon the functions they perform, operating proprietaries 
vary in terms of capitalization and total assets. When the commercial 
purpose of an operating proprietary is incidental to its CIA mission 
(such as an export-import firm which engages in commercial opera- 
tions only to the extent necessary to provide cover for a CIA officer 
in a foreign country) a minimum capitalization, usually in the neigh- 
borhood of $25,000 or less, is all that is required. 

Operating proprietaries whose commercial purposes are in them- 
selves essential to the CIA mission require much larger capitalization 
and investment. They are staffed by Agency personnel and cleared 
commercial employees. Among the Agency’s operating proprietaries 
of this type are a few management companies and non-operating 
proprietaries with substant,ial assets. The Agency’s largest operating 
proprietaries have been Air America, the insurance complex, and 
Intermountain Aviation, Inc. 

Air America, the Agency’s largest proprietary, provided air sup- 
port for CIA operations in Southeast Asia. This support was under 
cover of a commercial flying service fulfilling United States Govern- 
ment contracts. Corporate headquarters were in Washin,@on, D.C., 
with field headquarters in Taipei, Taiwan. 

The insurance complex provides a mechanism for both the payment 
of annuities and other benefits to sensitive agents, and self-insurance 
of risks involved in covert operations. The complex was formed in 
1962 as a clandestine commercial support mechanism to provide death 
and disability benefits to agents or their beneficiarits when security 
considerations precluded payments which might be attributable to 
the United States Government. This function WPS broadened to in- 
clude assumption of many risks incurred by operational activities. The 
complex has administered agents’ escrow accounts and life insurance, 
and provided annuity and pension programs for selected agent per- 
sonnel employed by the Agency. These programs are solely for the 
purpose of meeting the Agency’s obligations to personnel who have 
rendered services over a substantial period of time, and who are not 
eligible for normal United States Government retrrement programs. 

Individuals who qualify for the CIA Retirement Svstem or the Civil 
Service System are, not handled through the proprietary system. The 
complex has also been uSed to provide a limited amount of support 
to covert operations-specifically, for the muisition of operational 
real estate and as a conduit for the funding of selected covert 
activities. 

Intermountain Aviation, Inc. provided a variety of nonattributable 
air support capabilities which were available for quick deployment 
overseas in support of Agency activities. The assets of Intermountain 
have been sold, with operations ceasing February 28, 1975, and the 
corporation is in the process of being dissolved. 

The combined net worth (assets minus liabilities) of the operating 
proprietary companies is approximately $57.3 million. Although some 
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are commer&lly self-supporting, such as those in the insurance com- 
plex, most of these companies usually require budgetary support. 

Three of these operating propriet.aries will be described in the 
following pages to indicate : why they c.ame into existence; what they 
did ; the management, operations and control environment in which 
they operated: and what impact they may have had on the private 
sector. In addition, t.his discussion <ill supply the necessary factual 
re I’(~L’(J!)c~ for the (‘ommittee’s recommendat,ions. These recommenda- 
tions reflect. the considered judgments of the Committee, which were 
formulated after hearing t.he views of current and former CL4 em- 
ployees, and those of other knowledgeable individuals. 

The &ecwity l’roject 
In 1958, at the time construction of the new CIA headquarters 

building in Langley was initiated, a small counterintelligence opera- 
tion was established to maintain surveillance of the site to prevent 
hostile penetration and sabotage. It was successful in its objectives 
and, upon occupancy of the building in 1962, the Security Project 
was established. 

From a single office in Virginia the project expanded to four field 
offices and grew from a single firm into three separate corporations. 
The parent organization operated in the greater Washington area. 
This operating proprietary was a commercial corporation which per- 
formed security services on a competitive basis. The firm also con- 
ducted operations for the CL4’s Office of Security. This operation was 
successful, wit,h customers utilizing the proprietary for document 
destruction, consultation, guard work, and security clearance investi- 
gations. 

This company developed business contracts with agencies of the 
Federal Government and commercial firms. Because the provisions 
of the “Anti-Pinkerton Act” 5 prohibit a company engaged in investi- 
gative work from contracting with the Federal Government, the 
Agency formed a separate company to manage commercial firms as 
funding mechanisms for investigative work levied by the Office of 
Security. The new company was headquartered in California. As 
activity expanded and work’increased, a third corporation was orga- 
niTed and headnllartered in California. 

In early 1966, the original company merged with the third 
firm, which remained incorporated in the state of California. The 
corporate officers and the board of directors of all three companies 
consisted of the same persons. Subsequently, the merged corporation 
was sold and new legal straw men were introduced as officers, directors 
and shareholders. In March 1966, a new home office was established 
in Virginia to enhance administrative efficiency. monetary controls? 
and cover viability. This “home office,” with its’investigative charter, 
has been nsed to conduct covert investigations. 

In addition to conducting investigations, the project was used in 
the following activities : 

(1) Covert monitoring of construction of CIA headquarters 
building; 

(2) Monitoring of construction of buildings which were to be 
occupied by -4gency components; 

65 U.S.C.3108. 
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(3) Covert monitoring of construction of CIA printing services 
builds; 

urveillance of Department of Defense civilian employees 
suspected of being potential defectors to the Soviet Union; 

(5) Testing security effectiveness at domestic Directorate of Science 
and Technology sites and contractor facilities; 

(6) MERRIM*iC-monitoring of dissident groups in Washington, 
D.C. ; 6 

(7) Hiring and paying contract guards ; 
(8) Contracting with a civilian firm for the guard force at an 

installation ; 
(9) An operation to recruit, process and train undercover internal 

security agents for the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs; 
(10) Security support for Directorate of Science and Technology 

projerts consisting mainly of badging and entry controls, background 
investigations, and escort of sensitive material-this is the only such 
activity currently bein. serviced by the project ; 

(11) Physical surveillance of an Agency courier suspected of living 
beyond his means including a surreptitious entry into his apartment; 

(12) Physical surveillance of an Agency employee “who maintained 
contact with people of questionable loyalty” including an audio 
penetration of the employee’s apartment and a mail cover. 

Only one office is currently in operation as part of the project. Over 
the past years, its commercial projects have included badging opera- 
tions for private companies, i.e., airlines, schools, etc. The company 
has never made a true profit. To maintain its image among its competi- 
tors, however, its books reflect a small profit on which Federal and 
state baxes are paid. The office presently employs four staff agents, 
five contract agents and fourteen proprietary employees. During fiscal 
year 1974, the project expended 2.9 percent of the Office of Security 
budget. 

As noted, this security project has provided the Office of Security 
and Agency operators support on sensitive covert operations and 
investigative matters, counterintelligence and counterespionage sup- 
port for Agency components, custodial support, technical and physical 
support in surveillances, and Agency proprietary support. The project 
has also conducted snecial nongovernmental and sensitive inquiries. 
Its commercial activities have included : internal security management, 
security surveys? counteraudio measures and inspection, management 
of security protective equipment and devices, classified material stor- 
age, secure destruction of clacsified waste, incinerator equipment sales, 
personnel investigations, and industrial undercover activities. 

A unique example of its Agency security function was a project 
which utilized bot.h security “probes” and security “penetrations.” A 
security probe is a test of the current effectiveness of a security svstem 
within an Agency installation. A security penetration is an ‘internal 
investigation and search which attempts to locate subversive elements 
at a facility. Such a penetration seeks to detect those who may be en- 

* This particular project and other aspects of the project’s domestic activities 
are treated in greater detail in the Committee’s Staff Report on CHAOS. 
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gaged in foreign intelligence or sabotage, and those who, by lack of 
security discipline or gross malfeasance, may be weakenmg the secu- 
rity structure of the facility. In essence, penetrations are counterintel- 
ligence against a domestic installation. 

In one instance, an agent was sent under the natural cover of a 
union construction man to an Agency contractor to gain employment 
as a pipefitter. He succeeded in gaining access to the target, and de- 
veloped information on the installation and its personnel. Similar 
probes were also conducted against other companies contracting with 
the Federal Government. The proprietaries which are part of the se- 
curity project have helped maintain the security required by sensitive 
Agency operations. Their utility, however, as in the case of nearly all 
proprietaries is relative to policy demands and “flap” potential. As one 
Agency commentator phrased it when Newsweek revealed the relation- 
ship of two Boston lawyers with the CIA in setting up proprietaries : 

Proprietaries have been and will continue to be an important 
tool to achieve selected operational objectives. Their use, how- 
ever, has been drastically cut back, more because of changes 
in the international scene and in operational priorities, than 
as a result of embarrassing exposures.s 

As has been the case with nearly all other proprietaries, not 
everyone within the Agency has been satisfied with the existing mech- 
anisms of the security project. There has been constant review, criti- 
cism, and internal restraint due to a fear and suspicion that entities 
which are “out there” may not readily respond to the leash. For exam- 
ple, in June of 1964, the Chief of the Operational Support Division 
wrote to the Deputy Director of Security (Investigations and Oper- 
ational Support) concerning project policy and procedures. In terms 
of operational objectives, he noted that they had “created an opera- 
tional support entit,y of dubious capability and with ill-defined ob- 
jectives or purpose.” He suggested that they “look this ugly duckling 
in the face” and see if it could be terminated gracefully or “see if we 
can nurture it into a productive and responsible bird of acceptable 
countenance.” *O 

The Chief of the Operations Division wrote that he +eceived the 
definite impression that there may be some grev area with regard to the 
internal channels of command and administrative direction.” He 
noted that there was confusion resulting from lack of a clear-cut dis- 
tinction “at j’ust what level policy matters may be decided . . . .” Man- 
agement procedures for the project were such that “under the current 

‘He was, in fact, a legitimate tradesman. 
’ Newsweek, 5/19/‘75, pp. 25-28. 
lo Memorandum from Chief, Operational Support Division to Deputy Director of 

Security, 6/64. 
In many cases these concerns dealt with the inability of the entity to provide 

adequate cover for itself in order to more adequately fultill its role. In one in- 
stance, the physical backstopping of this project was inadequate. After this was 
rectified, one official noted : 

“It is felt that this step has strengthened the [Corporation’s] cover, [in two 
East coast cities] so that now the company would withstand any inquiries, ex- 
cept that of an official Government investigation.” 
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status everyone may take credit but no one could be blamed.” With 
regard to operational capability he noted : 

Quite candidly, I am somewhat concerned about the opera- 
tional capability of [the] Project. It seems, as a result of its 
Topsy-like growth, to be oriented toward the military and 
the building trades. Quite candidly, it is felt that the base 
must be broadened. Further, I am far from convinced that we 
have yet developed anywhere near the professional status 
necessary to “sell” this Project as one having unique opera- 
tional capabilities sufficient to justify its existence. In other 
words, I am not impressed with the capability as it now exists 
nor am I sure that we can sell this product and then be assured 
that it can perform in a satisfactory manner.l* 

His comments concerning the attitude of Agency personnel were not 
unique to this proprietary. They are included here to illustrate the spe- 
cial problems posed by these entities. His remarks also show bhe dan- 
gers inherent in some areas of this activity. 

It would seem that this Agency, particularly operating com- 
ponents, are insistent upon pursuing an “ostrich policy” when 
it comes to their operational security procedures. I hare per- 
sonally witnessed almost hysterical reactions to criticisms as 
well as total rejections of practical sug.rrestions with regard to 
operational security procedures. Now it seems to me that we 
are going about this in a verv awkward and embarrassing 
manner. WE ARE, IN EFFECT, ALLOWING THE 
WRITERS OF SENSATIONAL BOOKS SUCH AS 
THE “INVISIBLE GOVERNMENT” TO PROVIDE 
THE NECESSARY INFORMATION ,4ND PRES- 
SUR.E ON TOP AGENCY MANAGEMENT TO COR- 
RECT GLARING AND STUPID COURSES OF 
ACTION BEING PURSUED AT THE WORKING 
LEVEL. I have been the object of considerable personal ridi- 
cule due to my stand in opposition to the unrealistic cover and 
operational security procedures as they relate to certain 
aspects of [CIA Operational Base] for example. IF we had 
the authority and capabiZity to have made an objective probe 
of this sensitive activity we may hare been able to have sur- 
faced these obviously ridiculous procedures in such a manner 
that corrective action would have been taken. Now is the time 
to present the case in light of the abiding fear of publicity cur- 
rently permeating the Agency. I recommend that we go after 
the authority to make independent (unilateral) probes and/or 
probes requested and known only at the very highest levels of 
the Agency with the results discreetly channeled where they 
will do the most good. There necessarilv follows the unpleas- 
ant subject of money. As distasteful as it may be, it is no good 
to have the authority without a sufficiently large confidential 
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fund set aside and earmarked for independently initiated 
activities.12 [Emph asis in the original] 

He emphasized that if the Agency did not take the above kind of 
action to monitor its “image” at the operational level, it would “con- 
tinue to be plagued with the unsolicited and uncontrolled critique 
through the newspapers, periodicals and books.” He critically con- 
cluded : 

Further, I challenge anyone to deny that such exposes to dab 
are largely true and usually the result of our own “ostrich 
policy” and refusal to face the fact that we have operated in 
some relatively amateurish manners over the years.13 

Such concerns have extended beyond these operational levels to 
general issues of propriety and legality. As noted earlier, the SO- 
called “Anti-Pinkerton Act” prohibited the Office’s continued con- 
tractual relationship with private companies or their employees for 
purposes of conducting investigations or providing cover. The Gen- 
eral Counsel responded as follows : 

I am aware that in fulfilling the responsibilities placed 
upon your office in support of the Agency’s mission, many 
investigations must be conducted without revealing Govern- 
ment interest. Absent the relationships you question, you 
could not discharge your responsibilities. It is this inability 
to accomplish your tasks which causes recourse to the Agen- 
cy’s rather broad statutory authority to expend funds as 
contained in Section 8 of the CIA Act of 1949, as amended. 
This authority provides 

(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, sums 
made available to the Agency by appropriation or other- 
wise may be expended for purposes necessary to carry out its 
functions, including- 

(1) personal services, including personal services without 
regard to limitations on types of persons to be employed, . . . 

(b) The sums made available to the Agency may be ex- 
pended without regard to the provisions of law and regu- 
lations relating to the expenditure of Government funds ; 
and for objects of a confidential, extraordinary, or emer- 
gency nature, such exnenditures to be accounted for solelv on 
the certificate of the Director and every such certificate ihall 
be deemed a sufficient voucher for the amount therein certified. 

It is mv opinion that this aut.horitv permits the Agency to 
continue the two prartices as set out above without feai of 
violation of the Anti-Pinkerton Statute.138 

He closed, however, with the following admonitions : 

There are, of course, other dimensions of the question you 
raise. AS a matter of policy I believe the practices should be 
reviewed at the highest levels within the Agency and, per- 

- Ibid. 
Ia ma. 
I” ~tmmuidum from General Counsel to Director of Security, 6164. 
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haps, cleared with the Agency’s oversight committees. In 
addition, if one of these relationships became public, it must 
be recognized that there will be allegations that the law has 
been violated. On balance, it. is my vlevv that these considera- 
tions are not so significant as to warrant a termination of the 
two practices with the three companies. It is suggested, how- 
ever, t,hnt any subsequent projected associat.ion with a detec- 
tive company or private investigative company beyond the 
three present companies be reviewed with this Office prior to 
its initiation.14 

The Insurance Complex 
This proprietary is a complex of insurance companies, most of 

which are located abroad, operated by the Agency to provide the fol- 
lowing services : 

(i) Handling of risks ostensibly covered under commerci- 
allv issued policies ; 

(ii) extending ‘term life insurance, annuities, trusts and 
workmen’s compensation to Agency emploS;ees who are not 
entitled to TJnited States Government benefits; 

(iii) handling escrow accounts for agents.; and, 
(iv) limited operational support and investment activi- 

ties.15 

Origin.-Prompted by the Bay of Pigs losses, the complex was 
created in 1962 to provide death and disability benefits to agents and 
benefic.iaries when security considerations preclude attribution to the 
United States Government. Lawrence Houston, retired General Coun- 
sel of the Agency, testified that his office established the insurance- 
investment complex, because his staff was responsible for all problems 
related to the death or disability of employees during the course of 
their Agency work. These problems were all handled in what Houston 
called a very “sketchy way” which he felt was undesirable from all 
points of view. When the Agency went into air proprietaries on a large 
scale, additional risks arose which simply could not be underwritten 
commercially. 

So somewhere in the late 1950s or around 1960, I think I was 
the one that posed that we might organize our own insurance 
entities.16 

A single event served as the catalyst for the establishment of the 
complex. Houston recalled in latter testimony that 

the event that brought it into focus was the death of four 
airmen in the Bay of Pigs. These men were not supposed 
to have engaged in the fighting and were training on the 
mainland, but when the Cubans were either exhausted or 
unable to fly anymore, they pitched in, went over the beach, 
and were shot down. 

I5 Escrow accounts are established when an agent cannot receive his full pay- 
ment from the CIA without attracting suspicion. The funds not paid to the agent 
go into escrow accounts and are invested under the complex. 

” Lawrence Houston testimony, l/15/76, p. 61. 
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We heard of this for the first time the next morning and 
Allen Dulles called me over and said, you’ll have to make 
some provision for the families of those four fliers . . . . 

Through [an ad hoc] mechanism we paid benefits to the 
family for a considerable length of time until we were able 
to turn it over to the Bureau of Employees Compensation. 

This was a very makeshift arrangement, and so based on 
that I came to the conclusion that we needed a much more 
formal and flexible instrument. And so after long considera- 
tion within the Agency we acquired the first t,wo insurance 

entities which had been in being before and then we flushed 
them out a little bit.17 

Thus, the formation of this entity represented the “culmination of 
experience” in this support area, according to Houston. Although 
the complex originally operated under the Domestic Operations Divi- 
sion, a special board of directors later assumed control of the pro- 
prietaries and their investments. In July 1973 control of the complex 
was transferred to the Commercial and Cover Staff. 

The Current Status.-All of the clients of the project are Agency 
employees.17a The complex was originally capitalized in 1962 with $4 
million. Most of the assets are held outside the United States and the 
companies do not write insurance in the IJnited States. Each of the 
United States companies pays little tax and is audited by a proprietary 
firm. This method of self-insurance enables the Agency to funnel money 
where needed in any of its project categories. Currently, 60 percent of 
the investments are in long-term interest bearing securities abroad, 20 
percent in off-shore time deposits in United States banks, and the bal- 
ance is in common stocks, debentures and commercial paper of various 
types. In the past twelve years the sale of stocks has resulted in profits 
in excess of $500,000 accruing to the CIA. The combined total assets 
of the complex are in excess of $30 million, including its retained net 
earnings of approximately $9 million. 

In 1970 the Inspector General examined the insurance complex. His 
report raised questions about briefing congressional oversight sub- 
committees which indicate that Congress had never been informed of 
the existence or extent of the insurance complex which had grown to 
an organization with assets of $30 million without oversight, knowl- 
edge, or approval. While annual audits of the complex were conducted, 
there was no annual allotment and no annual operational review 
within the CIA, because the insurance activity was no longer a true 
project after its removal from the Domestic Operations Division. 

I’ Houston, I/27/76, p. 8. 
I” The complex itself is only for covert non-staff officers of the CIA. In essence, 

it only works for what would broadly be described as “agents”, those not en- 
titled to participate in the CIA retirement plan or in the Civil Service Retire- 
ment Plan. They are primarily foreigners, and usually work for DDO. In the 
case of most agents, the CIA contributes 7 percent and the agent contributes 7 
wrcent. in keening with CIA nractice for regular emnlovees. In cases where 
2he agent is w&l ilong in yea& and contrib$ions from-the Agency and the 
agent would not provide enough funds to capitalize an annuity, the Agency pro- 
vides the initial capitalization ; however, such an arrangement must be approved 
by the DDO. 
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Houston indicated that the complex had been operating “for some 
time” before 

we told our committees any detail. I think it was men- 
tioned as a problem that we had to make a.rrangeme,nts to 
cope with insurance problems fairly early on. But the fact 
that it was a business and a business of this substance was 
not done for some time. My recollection is there was not delib- 
erate avoidance ; we just didn’t get to it.18 

With regard to buying and selling securities, the Committee sought 
to discover whether the CIA has any method of preventing personal 
profit-taking by Intelligence Directorate analysts who have access of 
clandestinely collected economic intelligence. The CIA has indicated 
that such an analyst would be in the same conflict of interest posi- 
tion as a staff member of the Securities and Exchange Commission, 
Department of Agriculture, or any other Government agency for mis- 
use of confide.ntial material. Moreover, financial reporting requirements 
are imposed upon CIA employees. 

Similarly, the C ommittee attempted to determine whether financial 
transactions were made by the complex to influence foreign stock mar- 
kets or currencies. The 1970 review by the Inspector General found no 
evidence of such influence. Neither did the Committee. All witnesses 
and documentary evidence indicated that the comp1e.x was never so 
used. Indeed, all agreed that the amounts involved in the fund were in- 
sufficient to destabilize any currency or market, even if such an effort 
had been made. 

The complex was subject to an audit in 1974 which concluded that 
it “continued to be administered in an efficient and effective manner, 
and in compliance with applicable Agency replations and direc- 
tives.” Prior audit reports had commented on the need for a revised 
administrative plan. In accordance with earlier reports, the 1974 audit 
noted, a “new plan was approved in March 1975.” In addition, 
“minor administrative and financial problems surfaced during 
the audit were discussed with [project] officials and resolved.” The 
audit noted that total income for that year (from interest, premiums, 
gain or loss on sale of securities, dividends, rentals, professional fees, 
gain on foreign exchange, gain on sale of property and from miscel- 
laneous transactions) was in excess of $4 million. The total expenses 
for that year (allocation of premium income to reserve for claims, 
interest, salaries, rent, accounting fees, taxes, loss on property write- 
off, legal ‘and other fees, communications, depreciation and amortiza- 
tion, travel, equipment rent, real estate expenses, pensions, due and 
subscriptions, directors fees, entertainment and miscellaneous) were 
nearly $2.5 million. These combined for a net income in excess of 
$1.5 million.1Q 

The current Chief of the Cover and Commercial Staff has focused 
on’the insurance-investment proiect in a number of interviews with 
both the Rockefeller Commission and the Committee. He has sug- 
gested that the real question for the complex is what its role and shape 
should be after the termination of many of the Agency’s proprie- 

L8 Houston. l/15/76. p. 81. 
1p 1974 Audit of Insurance Complex. 

207-932 0 - 76 - 15 
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taries. With their liquidation, he believes a reorganization and m- 
definition of the insurance-investment complex is needed. 

As to the issue of a safeguard against misuse of project funds or 
“insider” information by the Agency, the Chief of CCS has told the 
Committee that the guarantees against such abuse are (1) com- 
partmentation ; (2) the integrity of the Chief of CCS ; and (3) dis- 
play of portfolios to appropriate congressional committees.20 

Houston agreed with the three safeguards outlined by the CCS 
Chief. However, he added a fourth : 

When we were investing in stock, I would have the list of 
stock, the portfolio, reviewed by our contract people, and if I 
found we had any cont.ract relationship with any of the com- 
panies involved, we’d either refuse to-Well, a couple of times 
our investment ,advisor recommended a stock which I knew 
we had big contracts with, and I told the board no, this in- 
voIves a conflict of interest. We won’t touch it. And if we had 
anything from the Agency contract office that indicated a 
relationship, we would either sell the stock or wouldn’t buy 
it.” 

Houston believes that the complex should continue in some form 
and th,at the current method, while not, perfect, is the best that can 
be devised. The problem is that the generation of funds for these 
companies must be demonstrably legitimate and nongovernmental if 
beneficiaries are to be protected: i.e., the absence of investment by an 
insurance corporation could well indicate to outsiders that its funding 
is actually coming from the Federal Government. 

Beyond “Doing Busim88”: Peak Non-Governmmt Xemtity 
Investments by Proprietaries Active a.s of Dec. 31,1974.-The insur- 
ance and pension complex has sizable investments in both domestic 
and foreign securities markets. Its portfolio runs the gamut of notes, 
bonds, debentures, etc. But other proprietaries have also used this 
investment route as a method of increasing capital and insuring ade- 
quate cover. 

For example, a domestic corporation purchases general merchandise 
in a manner which cannot be traced to the United States Government. 
It provides covert procurement for t.he CIA Office of Logistics. 

While this corporation has no outside commercial business and only 
five employees, as of December 31, 1974, it had invested over $100,000 
in time deposits. A second domestic corporation purchases arms, am- 
munition, and police-related equipment for the Office of Logistics. This 
company has no employees and is managed by Headquarters officials 
under alias. As of December 31, 1974, this corporation had invested 
more than $30,000 in a certificate of deposit. 

A travel service proprietary was recently sold to an Agency em- 
ployee at. the time of his ret.&ement. This employee had ostensibly 
owned the firm, but ha.d in fact, managed it for the Agency. As of 

2o Chief, CCS, l/27/76, pp. E-16. 
p Houston, l/15/76, p. 86. 
The current charter for the insurance complex and the administrative plan 

forbid further acquisition of U.S. stocks and require the divesture of American 
equity investments in the immediate future. 
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December 31, 1974, this corporation had invested more than $30,000 
in a cextificate of deposit. 23 An investment proprietary, which was later 
dissolved, had invested about $100,000 in Mexico as of March 31,197X 
A Delaware corporation, which has provided secure air support for 
Agency employees and classified pouches between Headquarters and 
ot,her Agency facilities in the ITnited States, has nearly $150,000 in- 
vested in a certificate of deposit. 

A former youth activity proprietary, in which the Agency no 
longer ret,ains an interest, had approximately $50,000 invested in time 
deposits as of March 31, 1972. Another proprietary is part of a com- 
plex managed by the Cover and Commercial Staff which provides 
operational support for foreign operations. It is a Delaware cor- 
poration used to collect proceeds from the sale of Agency proprietary 
entities and to refund such proceeds to tile .Apency. Its total SS&S 
were nearly three-quarters of a million dollars and its total stock- 
holders equity was in excess of $15,000 as of December 31, 1973. It 
has no emnloyees. As of December 31, 1974, it had invested almost 
half a millio< dollars in a convertible subordinate,d debenture from 
the sale of a company and almost 9;5?,000 in notes receivable. 

Another company m this complex 1s a foreign company which has 
been used as an investment vehicle for funds earmarked for new wm- 
mercial operations requiring Agency investments This investment 
project has been terminated and all funds were returned to the Agency. 
The company has no employees. As of December 31, 1973, it had in- 
vested nearly a quarter of a million dollars in a Security Note of a 
private domestie corporation. 

A proprietary which was part of the air support complex had in- 
vested over $200,000 in a certificate of deposit as of December 31,1974. 
This entity was later sold. Another is part of the management and 
accounting complex. As of December 31, 1974, it had nearly half a 
million dollars invested in time deposits. 

The Air Propm’etaries 
ZYistory.-Lawrence R. Houston. fomrer CIA General Counsel, 

was involved in the establishment of the first set of Agency proprie- 
taries, and has concluded that they should be a mechanism of last 
resort. Houston maintains that the Agency learned this “the hard 
way and almost all of the lessons involved probably came out one way 
or the other in connection with a major aviat,ion proprietary in the 
Far East. Others had their own special problems, but I think the Air 
America complex had pretty near everything.” 24 

The Agency acquired Air America in 1949 ostensibly to deny the 
assets of this company to the Communist Chirece. The CIA first ar- 
ranged cash advances to the company in 1949. These advances were 
eventually credited to t,he Agency’s purchase of the corporation. At 
that time, Houston described the a<rline as follows : 

This normal aviation organization, this would have no mean- 
ing at all, was completely at all, it \vould have no standing 

25 The Agencg today uses this firm for the purchase of airline tickets for travel 
in SllnPOrt Of sensitive projects. It is estimated by the Agency that CIA business 
represents about 30 percent of the gross airline ticket sales of the entity on an 
annual basis. 

81 Houston, l/15/76, p. 5. 
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in international law, aviation rights, or any of that. But it 
worked for what they wanted, which IT-as to take supplies up- 
country into inland China and then to bring back whatever 
cargo they could get commercially : tallow, hides, bristles, all 
that sort of trade, and then they traded that off for their own 
account. And for awhile the operation was fairly successful, 
the C-47’s and C-116%.25 

To finance this ,activitg the lawyer for the airline organized a com- 
pany, Civil Air Transport, which was funded by a Panamanian cor- 
poration. The two owners of Air America approached the Agency in 
connection with a foreign operation in the spring of 1959, and in- 
dicated that unless they received financial assistance, the airlme would 
go out of business. 

A series of meetings were held subsequently in which it was deter- 
mined that the Agency needed to contract for air transport in some of 
its operations, particularly those involving arms and ammunition. 

And so we entered into an arrangement, I think in about Sep- 
tember of 1949 whereby we would advance them, the figure of 
$750,000 sticks in my mind, against which we could draw for 
actual use of the planes at an agreed on rate. . . . And we did 
draw down, I think, all the flying time and expended the 
$750,000 between Septemlber and about January, at which 
time we suspended any further payments or draw-downs. 
I think the money was exhausted.2s 

The owners came to Washington in early 1950 for a series of discus- 
sions with the CIA. As a result of these negotiations, the Agency agreed 
to advance more funds, and received an option to purchase the assets 
of Civil Air Transport. Any unused portion of the advances was to 
be credited toward the purchase price. Air America’ operated under 
this arrangement until the owners “came in in the summer of 1950 
and said again they were in desperate straits for funds.“27 An- 
other series of meetmgs was held at the Agency in which it was con- 
cluded tha,t the operations in the Far East would ha,ve a continuing 
need for secure airlift. There was also a general estimate that the loss 
of this airlift to the Chinese Communists would substantially assist 
them. Thus “the Agency then made the decision that they would ex- 
ercise the option given there was no objection otherwise.” 28 

The Agency felt that it was necessary to obtain approval from the 
Department of State, so the head of the CIA’s Office of Policy Coord,i- 
nation (who was responsi’ble for conduct of covert actions) and Mr. 
Houston visited the Assistant Secretary of State for the Far East : 

He ,and I went to see [the Assistant Secretary] -and explained 
the situation. And [he] reminded us that it was basic U.S. 
policy not to get the government in competition with U.S. 
private industry. But under the particular circumstances, in 
particular as there was really no U.S. private industry in- 

26 Ibid., p. 6. 
!a Ibid., pp. 743. 
R Ibid., p. 8. 
28 Ibid., p. 9. 
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valved in the area. and thev agreed it, was important to deny 
the assets to the Red Chinese. State would go along on the 
understanding that, we would divest ourselves of the private 
enterprise as soon as such a divestment was feasible, and 
all of the circumstances that might obtain.2Q 

The divestiture of these air proprietaries was not initiated until 
19’75, and some of the entit.ies have not yet been fully divested. Mr. 
Houston noted, however, that : 

We did not disregard that guidance because ,after very con- 
siderable use of this asset during the early ‘50’s, there was a 
question of whether to continue it, and the matter was taken 
up in the National Security Council. And Allen Dulles, as 
Director, proposed that we continue the ownership and con- 
trol of the assets of Air America, as it then was known includ- 
ing the subsidy as needed. And there was a subsidy at that 
time. . . . It was about $1,203,000 per ~ear.~O 

The National Security Council considered whether this asset should 
be retained in 1956 and, on Dulles’ recommendation, decided to con- 
tinue the subsidy to Air America. 

The air proprietary’s business consisted almost entirely of Agency 
cargo carriage under contracts carrying military designations. The 
company was not organized, according to Houston, to fly common 
carriage and had no status in the international air business. The evi- 
dence indicates that during the early 195Os, there were two internal 
struggles: one was where control should lie in the Agency, and the 
other was what policies should apply to the operation of the company 
itseIf : 

The struggle within the Agency ranged all the way from 
sort of quiet management discussions as to what was good 
management, to sometimes rather vociferous arguments of 
who’s in charge here. And the operators always said, “Well, 
we need to call the shots because it’s our operation. . . . And 
this is what we were running into all the time, of red hot 
operators opposed to what we would consider good man- 
agement.3l 

The air proprietary was managed by elements of the Office of Policy 
Coordination. From the very outset there were problems in this man- 
agement structure. One such example is the acquisition of Air Amer- 
ica in AuPust 1950. Houston was participating in the negotiations at 
the invitation of the Head of the Office of Policy Coordination. 

OPC was a curious organization, determined as being 
attached to the Agency for quarters and rationing with policy 

Is Ibid., pp. 9-10. 
m Ibid.. p. 10. 
Houston indicated that there had been a subsidy running to the entities since 

1949. “$1.2 million represented about the maximum subsidy given until, I believe, 
about 1958 was the turning point, and from 7958 on, there was no subsidy as such 
that went into it.” The reason for that, of course, was that the air complex had 
become “money-making ” 

’ = Ibid., pp. 12-13. 
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guidance from State, which was an impossible situation. 
Very nice fellows were doing the negotiating with 
[OPC] . . . quite unknown to me, when they made the agree- 
ment to purchase carrying out the option, they gave the 
vendors the right to repurchase at any time within two years. 
And I thought this was really inconsistent with our whole 
position. And during the next two years they negotiated 
out that. repurchase agreement and in its place substituted 
an agreement to give them a first refusal, if we were to dispose 
of the airline. That first refusal plagued us for years. They 
used to make all sorts of extraordinary claims under it and it 
was never exercised and eventually it was sort of forgotten 
when [the owners] died. It ran to them personally, whether 
it ran to them and two others personally, and they all are dead 
now. But this shows a part of the learning curve, which was 
the thing we were going through.3Z 

In the summer of 1954. Houston and a consultant traveled to the Far 
East to observe the operation. The consultant went “specifically to 
look at the organization of the airline.” At the time of the airline’s 
purchase, the Agency had formed a Delaware corporation to buy it. 
The corporate counsel and the consultant were both very concerned 
about the technical organization, or lack of it, in the operation. Accord- 
ing to Houston, they demonstrated : 

to my satisfaction that it was an absolute situation and that 
no one out there had the slightest understanding of the 
problem or what they were LIP against, or wanted to do any- 
thing about it [in terms of airline management].33 

Following t,his review, a new organization, designed to be more 
resnonsive to the Operations Directorate, was created. 

Pacific Corporation held title to 40 percent of the e uity in Air 
America, while the remainder was ostensibly owned by 8 hinese, who 
gave deeds of trust to the Agency for their shares. For purposes of 
international law this overt arrangement demonstrated that the coni- 
pany was majority-owned and controlled by Chinese. 

Air America originally had several DC-l’s and began modest opera- 
tions between Hong Kong, Taipei and Tokyo. The corporation soon 
acquired DC-G’s, and it was at this t.ime that, the question of competi- 
tion with private corporations first arose. Northwest Orient Airlines 
was then flvinp to Tokyo, Seoul, and Manila. A Northwest execut,ive 
had noted the Agency’s interest in this area when he was Chairman of 
the Civil Aeronautics Board in the late 1940s and early 1950s. Houston 
told the Committee : 

He became head of Northwest, a very t,ight manager, a very 
capable fellow, and he used to compllain thfat we were inter- 
ferring, we were taking passengers off his airline, and we 
would go to him and say, we have to keep the airline in this 
business because the Chinese say they need an international 
airline. They’re not ready to start their own yet. And it, is 

*Ibid., pp 13-14. 
~Ibid., p. 17. 
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necessary to its overall cover status as a going commercial 
concern.34 

By 1959 the executive had decided to ask the Civil Aeronautics 
Board for a decision. A meeting was held wit,h the entire Board, where 
the executive maintained ‘(that. he was a private industry, he should 
not be intrrferred with by government competition.” 35 The Agency 
explained its situation, the need for cover, and their efforts to restrict 
carriage to the minimum necessary to retain their cover. 

And it ende.d up by one of the members of the Board turning 
t.o [the executive] and saying, “You ought to be glad that 
you don’t have Ia re,ally good, reliable competitor in there..” 
He said, “If you were being competed with by private busi- 
ness, you’d have real headaches. You ought to be real glad 
thmat it’s not worse than it is.” 36 

In these proceedings, Houston conceded that some passengers were 
traveling on CIA aircraft rather than Northwest planes, but main- 
tained that the impact was minimal and unavoidable. The CAB par- 
ticipated in discussions with both the Agency and Northwest. After 
hearing both sides, t.he CAB “came down on the side of the Agency 
after making a reasoned judgment.” 37 

By 1960 the airline’s international commercial business was not mak- 
ing money. Maintenance work in Taiwan, however, was “normally a 
money-maker, and this was [contraoted] primarily, although not 
exclusively, with the U.S. Air Force.” 38 

There were management problems in the maintenance operation, 
which originally stemmed from the fact that field personnel were not 
particularly astute in setting costs for their contracts. Houston cited 
one instance when the Asency consultant replaced a corporation comp- 
troller who was very able, but “had his own ideas of bookkeeping and 
controls.” The consultant insisted that the corporation implement 
bookkeeping practices and controls consistent with CAB and FAA 
regulations. The military maintenance contra&s were constantly 
audited by on-site teams.3g 

In the early 196Os, the CIA received an exemption from the Con- 
tract, Renegotiation Board on the grounds that renegotiation personnel 
might recognize that Air America was not a commercial operation 
and discover that the CIA was involved. The Agency went to the head 
of the Contract Renegotiation Board with a letter from the Depart- 
ment of Defense requesting an exemption on what it considered “per- 
fectly legitimate grounds. ” 4o There was indeed a basis for exemption 
under the Renegotiation Act as the business was conducted entirely 
overseas, and the exemption was granted. The Agency was concerned 
that it had made a type of profit (over 40 percent on the Air Force 
maintenance contracts), which may well have been the subject of rene- 

B4 Ibid. p. 21, 
* Ibid., p. 22. 
JB Ibid. pp. 22-23. 
37 Ibid., p. 24. 
38 Ibid., p. 25. 
38 Ibid., p. 26. 
(o Ibid. 



gotiation, had it not been subject to the exemption. “So the question 
was what to do about it. And finally, we made a voluntary repayment 
against part of the profit on that contract to the Air Force.” *I 

AS noted previously, the commercial airline aspect of the operation 
operated mostly at a loss. While there were periods when Air America 
cargo carriers were very busy on CIA contracts, the Korean War, 
Diem Bien Phu, and other paramilitary operations; there were also 
periods between these activities when there was nothing for the air- 
lines to do. During these periods of inactivity, the airline was still 
saddled with expenses such as crews’ salaries and the maintenance of 
grounded aircraft. To alleviate this problem, 

. . . we finally organized the stand-by contract, which was an 
apparent military entity on Okinawa. It was our entity, but 
it had a military designation. I can’t remember the name for 
it. And that entity contracted with Air America for so many 
hours of cargo stand-by to be available any time on call, and 
that they would pay so much for that caoability being main- 
tained . . . so that 1s how we kept the subsidy going to main- 
tain them during periods when there was not profitable 
flying.12 

Another area of concern was the proprietary’s relationship with the 
Internal Revenue Service. From the outset, the company’s manage- 
ment was informed that they would be required to pa.y appropriate 
taxes. While there were the usual arguments about whether certain 
items were appropriate for taxation and whether certain deductions 
should have been granted, the relationship maintained with the IRS 
was basically a normal one. 

Houston recalled that in the mid-1950s Air America received notice 
of an upcoming audit by the IRS. Company officials came to the 
Agency and indicated that this might pose a security problem. The 
CIA went to the Commissioner of the Internal Revenue Service and 
indicated that thev wished to have the audit conducted bv an IRS 
team on an unwitting basis to see what they could learn. “We thought 
it would be a good test of the security of our arrangements.” 43 Later, 
the IRS personnel would be notified that thev had begun to audit an 
Agency proprietary, and the audit would be discontinued : 

They put a very bright young fellow on and he went into 
it. Thev came up with discrepancies and things that would 
be settled in the normal tax argument, corporate-IRS argu- 
ment, and all of these were worked eventually, and then we 
went to this fellow and said, ‘LNow, this was owned and 
backed bv the CIA, the U.S. Government. What was your 
guess as to what was hannening?” 

And he said, “Well, I knew there was something there. and 
I thought, what a wonderful asset it would be for the Rus- 
sians to have. but I came to the conclusion that it was Rocke- 
feller money.” 44 

u Ihid., p. 27. 
lid Ibid., p. 29. 
azbid., p. 30. 
a Ibid. 



As the operations of Air America developed, problems arose in- 
volving large cargo carriers. In the early days of its operation the 
airline used C-543, which had an extremely limited range, but were 
able to perform under demandin, TT circumstances. Discussions pro- 
ceeded during that period about modernizing the equipment and the 
Agency, through Air America, bought DC-64B’s. These aircraft were 
a conversion of the DC-6 with large cargo doors installed. Air 
America did not maintain any jet equipment at that point. 

In the early 1950’s Air -4merica became deeply involved in a mili- 
tary Air Transport System. This system was originally known as 
MATS, and later as MBC. 

They got JL4TS contracts, and Air America got these, and 
these were very good to keep a constant utilization at a good 
rate, the MATS rates were usually good, because the policy 
was not to do competitive bidding for the lowest bidder be- 
cause then you got the poorest service, but give good rates to 
the carriers, and then require the carrier belong to the Civil 
Reserve Air Fleet.45 

In 1956 MATS changed its policy and required that bidders on their 
contracts be certified. Because Air Smerica could not become certif- 
icated, the Agency decided to purchase Southern Air Transport. 
While this corporation was technically a separate entity, not involved 
with ,4ir America, it was actually an integral part of the complex 
from a management perspective. 911 management decisions for South- 
ern Air Transport were made by the same CIA consultant and ad- 
visory team that established Air America policy. 

Eventually, hlAC decided to require that bidders not only be certif- 
icated, but that they also have equipment qualified for the Civil 
Reserve ,4ir Fleet, i.e., jet aircraft. As a result, the Agencp acquired 
Boeincr 727’s and convinced Boeing to modify the ‘727 by enlarging the 
ventral exit, enhancing its airdrop capability. 

So the theory was that the 727’s would be used on MAC con- 
tracts to be available on an overriding basis if needed for 
major national security oneration. TheTT were u@ed. usu- 
allv when thev had spare time. To my recollection, they were 
only caIIed off once, off the actual contract time, and this was 
for a possible use which didn’t ~0 through. But the White 
House asked if we bad the canabilitv to move something from 
here to there, I think from the Philipnines to somewhere 
in Southeast Asia. I don’t recall. and so thev sent word to 
management that thev wanted a nlane available at the earliest 
onnortunitv at Clark Field. Thev nulled one of them off the 
MAC cnntract and had it available. I think readv to go, in 
twelve hours. all set for the operation. And the operation 
was never called. But it showed what the canabilitv was. And 
what thev had to do was get substitute service for the MAC 
contract.46 

During the late 1960s several Chinese airlines be,mn operations on 
a limited scale. With the establishment of these indigenous airlines 

46 IhiA., 36. 
m Ibid., p. 30. 



flying Far East routes, the CIA considered reducing its international 
carriage work. The Agency decided to retain the MAC! contracts be- 
cause they did not compete with the native enterprises, but plans to 
reduce Air America’s international common carriage were initiated. 

Another CIA proprietary, Civil Air Transport Company, Ltd., 
which had been organized in 1954, had been the first Agency entity 
to engage in common carriage. Later, Air America did the American 
contracting, followed by Southern Air Transport which also per- 
formed MAC and MATS contracts with planes leased from Air 
America.47 

Houston noted that in the late 1960s an internal decision was made 
that: 

we probably couldn’t justify this major airlift,with the 
big-jets, and so ive started getting rid of them. See, they had 
no utilization to speak of down in Southeast Asia. A couple 
of supply flights went into [another area] and I think we used 
prop planes for that, to my recollection.47a 

So the Agency began to phase out the 727s, which contributed to the 
decision to divest itself of Southern Air Transport and Air America. 

Internal management was streamlined in 1963 by the establishment 
of an executive committee consisting of the boards of directors of the 
Pacific Company, Air America and Air Asia. The overt board of 
directors in New York City passed a resolution organizing an overt 
executive committee, which consisted of the CIA consultant and 
two other directors. Covertly, the Agency added its own representa- 
tives to this committee, which allowed representatives of manage- 
ment, Agency and the operators to meet, consider policies, and give 
guidance to the company. Houston indicated that this mechanism 
was extremely effective m controlling the company : 

So I think for the last, oh, fifteen, ei h&en years, the pro- 
prietary management system was on t Tl e whole pretty effec- 
tive from the Agent 
was going on. I thin iI 

point of view. I think we knew what 
we were able to get things up for de- 

cisions, and if we couldn’t resolve them at the staff level, 
we would take them up to the Director for decisions; quite 
different from the early days in the early 50’s that I de- 
scribed, and the operators at least made the claim that they 
had the right to call the tune.48 

During this period of time Operations Directorate personnel 

were getting themselves involved in the acquisition of air- 
craft and which were getting awfully damned expensive at 
this time, and separate projects were going after some of this 
expensive equipment without consideration of what might 
be available elsewhere to the Agency by contract or old air- 
craft. And so the Director of Central Intelligence set up 
EXCOMAIR, of which I was Chairman, and had repre- 
sentation from both the operation and management and fi- 

” SAT actually owned one 727 and leased two from Air America. 
“’ Ibid., p. 42. 
r4 Ibid., pp. 46-47. 
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nance out of the Agency. to try and coordinate the overall 
control and acquisition and disposition of aircraft.40 

A February 5,1963 memorandum entitled “Establishment of Execu- 
tive Committee for Air Proprietary Operations,” noted that the com- 
mittee was “to provide general policy guidance for the management of 
air proprietary projects, and review and final recommendations for 
approval of air proprietary nroiect actions.” Houston indicated that 
this committee, dubbed %XCOMAIR, “was . . . an amorphous 
group” which worked on a very informal basis. He indicated that 
EXCOMAIR was an effective method of achieving overall coordina- 
tion ; it was responsible for conducting a thorough inventory of all the 
equipment that the Agency had in the aviation field and was generally 
able to keep track of who needed what.5o 

According to Houston, a general shift in thinking at the Agency 
occurred between 1968 and 1972 as to the desirability of maintaining 
a substantial airlift capability. The records appear to indicate that 
Houston convinced the Director in the early 1970s that such a capacity 
was no longer necessary to retain. Houston commented on this assess- 
ment as follows : 

Through what knowledge I had of the utilization of the vari- 
ous assets, it seemed to me that utilization, particularly 
of large assets, that is? heavy flight equipment, was going 
down to the point where there was very little of it. Con- 
sequently, we couldn’t forecast a specific requirement. Such 
requirements as you could forecast were highly contingent. 
But I also remember a couple of times putting the caveat into 
the Director that with a changing world and with the com- 
plications in the aviation field, once you liquidate it, you could 
not rebuild, and so you ought to think very, very carefuRy 
before getting rid of an asset that did have a contingent 
capability.51 

AUcga.tion of Ihug Trficking.-Persistent questions have been 
raised whether -4gency policy has included using proprietaries to 
engage in illegal activities or to make profits which could be used to 
fund operations. Most notably, these charges included allegations that 
the ,CIA used air proprietaries to engage in drug trafficking. The 
Committee investigated this area to determine whether there is any 
evidence to substantiate these charges. On the basis of its examination, 
the Committee has concluded that the CIA air proprietaries did not 
participate in illicit drug trafficking. 

AS allegations of illegal drug trafficking by Air America personnel 
grew in the spring and summer of 1972, the CL4 launched a full- 
scale inquiry. The Inspector General interviewed a score of officers at 
CIA headquarters who had served in Asia and were familiar with the 
problems related to drug trafficking. After this initial step, the Office 
of the Inspector General dispatched investigators to the field. From 
August 24 to September 10, 1972, this group travelled the Far East 

4a Ibid., p. 51. 
5o Ibid., p. 52. 
a Ibid., p. 67. 
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in search of the facts. They first visited Hong Kong, then eleven 
Agency facilities in Southeast Asila. During t.his period ‘they inter- 
viewed more than 100 representatives of the CIh, the Department of 
State, the Agency for International Development, the Bureau of Nar- 
cotics and Dangerous Drugs, the U.S. Customs Service, t’he Army, Air 
America, and a cooperating air transport company. 

This inspection cul,minated in an Inspector General’s report in Sep- 
tember 1972, which concluded that there was 

no evidence that the Agency, or any senior officer of the 
Agency, has ever sanctioned or supported drug trafficking 
as a matter of policy. Also, we found not the slightest suspi- 
cion, much less evidence, that any Agency officer, staff or 
contract, has ever been involved in the drug business. With 
respect to Air America, we found that it ‘has always 
forbidden, as a matter of policy, the transportation of contra- 
band goods aboard its aircraft. We believe that its Security 
Inspection Service, which is used by the cooperating air 
transport company as well, is now serving as an added deter- 
rent to drug traffickers.52 

But there were aspects of the situation ifi Southeast Asia which were 
caust3 for concern : 

The one area of our activities in Southeast Asia that gives 
us some concern has to do with the agents and local officials 
with whom we are in cont.act who have been or may be still 
involved in one way or another in the drug business. We are 
not referring here to those agents who are run as penetrations 
of the narcotics industry for collection of intelligence on the 
industry but, rather, to those with whom we are in touch in 
our other operations. What to do about these people is a par- 
ticularly troublesome problem, in view of its implications 
for some of our operations, particularly in Laos? 

The Inspector General noted that there was a need for better intelli- 
gence not only to support American efforts to suppress drug traffic in 
Southeast Asia, but also to provide continuing assurance that Agency 
personnel and facilities were not involved in the drug business. 

His report began by placing the allegations against the CIA in his- 
torical perspective. It allowed that when the United States arrived 
in Southeast Asia “opium was as niuch a part of the agricultural infra- 
structure of this area as was rice, one suitable for the hills, the other 
for the valleys.” 54 

The record before the Inspector General clearly established that offi- 
cial United States policy deplored the use of opium as a narcotic in 
Southeast Asia, but regarded it as a problem for local governments. 
It was equally clear that hgency ‘personnel in the area recognized Its 
dangers to U.S. paramilitary operations and “took steps to discourage 

‘* CIA Inspector General’s Report, “Investigation of the Drug Situation in 
Southeast Asia,” 9/72, p. 2. 

63 Ibid., pp. 2-3. 
61 Ibid., p: 5. 
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its use by indigenous paramilitary troops.” 55 For example, Mea troops 
were ejected from various camps when they were caught using the 
drug. But, the I. G. noted : 

We did not, however, attempt to prevent its use among the 
civilian population in those areas where we exercised military 
control, believing that such intervention would have been re- 
sisted by the tribals with whom we were working and might 
have even resulted in their refusal to cooperate.56 

Nor did the Agency interfere with the movement of the opium from 
the hills to market in the cities farther south. In this regard, the I.G. 
remarked candidly : 

The war has clearly been our overriding priority in Southeast 
Asia and all other issues have taken second place in the scheme 
of things. It would be foolish to deny this, and we see no 
reason to do ~0.~~ 

Although it maintained this posture, the CIA was reporting in- 
formation on opium trafficking lo:ig before any formal requrements 
were levied upon it. As far back as the mid-1960s, when CIA case 
officers began to get a picture of the opium traffic out of Burma as a 
by-product of cross-‘border wperations, they chronicled this informa- 
tion in their operational reporting. As more information came to light 
in Laos and Thailand, this information began to appear in intelligence 
reporting. Indeed, the Agency “had substantial assets [in two South- 
east Asian countries, which] could be specifically directed against this 
target when it assumed top priority in 1971.” 58 

Air America 
As early as 1957, Air America’s regulations contained an injunction 

against smuggling. This regulation later came to include opium. The 
Report indicated that the airline’s effort at this time was concen- 
trated on preventing the smuggling of opium out of Laos on its air- 
craft. Although still not a crime in Laos, shipment of opium on 
international flights was clearly illegal and was grounds for dismissal 
of any pilot or crew member involved. The Inspector General stated 
that: 

Air America has had a few cases of this kind (all of which 
are documented in the files in the agency) and has, in each 
case, taken prompt and decisive action upon their discovery.” 

Air America was less able to control drug traffic involving its aircraft 
within Laos. Although it had a rule that opium could not be carried 
aboard its planes, the only thing that could be done if the rule was 
violated was to put the opium and its owner off at the nearest airstrip. 

= Ibid., p. 6. 
68 Ibid. 
” Ibid. 
The report related a statement of a case officer which typified the CIA position 

in the matter during the period 19666-1968. The oficer said that he “was under 
orders not to get too deeply involved in opium matters since his primary mission 
was to get on with the war and not risk souring relations with his indigenous 
military counterparts by investigation of opium matters.” 

* Ibid, p. 7. 
68 Ibid. 
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Moreover, as a charter carrier, Air America did not have full control 
over its traffic. It hauled what its customers put on the aircraft. Air 
operations officers, in the case of Agency traffic, were responsible for 
authenticating the passengers and cargo they wished to put on the 
plane. In some locations, the air operations officers had to rely on 
indigenous assistants for much of the actual details of preparing mani- 
fests, checking cargo, and supervising the loading of the aircraft. In 
areas where active military operations were in progress, this process 
could become cursory if not actually chaotic. In such circumstances, the 
Inspector General concluded that : 

it was hardly fair to blame Air America if opium happened 
to get aboard its aircraft. There is no question that it did on 
occasion.Bo 

With the realization that drug abuse among American troops in 
Vietnam was growing and that Southeast Asian heroin u-as finding 
its way to U.S. markets, the CIA’s early attitude toward the opium 
problem began to change. The Agency joined the effort that began in 
1971 to halt the flow of opium and heroin from Burma, Laos, and 
Thailand, and pursued a vigorous intelligence program against these 
targets. 

In terms of staff and contract personnel, the Inspector Genera1 was 
impressed that “to a man, our officers overseas find the drug business 
as distasteful as those at headquarters.” 61 Indeed, many of the CIA’s 
officers were restive about having to deal with Laotian officials who 
were involved in the drug business : 

One young officer even let his zeal get the better of his judg- 
ment and destroyed a refinery in northwest Laos in 1971 be- 
fore the anti-narcotics law was passed, thus risking being 
charged with destruction of private property.62 

But, the I.G. reported, CIA officers generally tolerated the opium 
problem, regarding it as just another of the frustrations one encoun- 
ters in the area. 

From what the Inspector General contingent was able to observe in 
the field, “the pilots in the employ of Air America and the cooperating 
air transport company merit a clean bill of health.” 63 WhiIe it was 
true that narcotics had been found aboard some of their aircraft, in 
almost every case the small quantity involved could only have been 
for the personal use of the p assessor. The Inspector General felt that 

Given the strict anti-contraband regulations under which 
these two airlines have been operating for years, it is highly 
unlikely that any pilot would knowingly have permitted nar- 
cotics or any other contraband aboard his aircraft.64 

Although they noted, 
business for the money,” 

“if it is a truism to say that they’re in the 
the investigators concluded that these pilots 

M Ibid, p. a. 
e3 Ibid. p. 11. 
-Ibid. 
-ma. p. 12. 
6( Ibid. 
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were deeply committed to their job, and that the subject of drugs was 
as much an anathema to them as it is “to any decent, respectable citi- 
zen in the United States.” 65 

The Inspector General indicated how one pilot felt about the sub- 
ject. He stated : 

You get me a contract to defoliate the poppy fields in Burma, 
and 1’11 take off right now and destroy them. I have a friend 
whose son is hooked on drugs, and I too have teenage chil- 
dren. It scares the hell out of me as much as it does you and 
the rest of the people in the States.66 

The report also established that the pilots were well paid, averaging 
close to $45,000 a year. Almost half of their salary was tax-free. In 
this context the I.G. concluded that 

Although the temptation for big money offered by drugs can- 
not be dismissed out of hand, it helps to know that the pilots 
mare making good money. Further, an American living in 
Vientiane can bank a substantial part of his salary without 
much difficultv, and a common topic of conversation among 
pilots is how and where to invest their fairly substantial 
savings.67 

The milieu in tihich these pilots found themselves did serve to evoke 
images of them as mercenaries or soldiers of fortune. The Inspector 
General indicated that a “number of them do like their wine and 
women, but on the job they are all business and very much like the 
average American.” 68 

The investigators, however, could not be as sanguine about the 
behavior of the numerous other individuals who worked for Air 
America and the cooperating air transport company as mechanics or 
baggage handlers. The nature of their work allowed these employees 
easy access to the airplanes, and created real opportunities for con- 
cealing packages of narcotics in the airframes. The records indicated 
that there were several instances where employees had been fired be- 
cause they were suspected of handling drugs. The Inspector General 
advisd that : 

Despite the introduct.ion of tighter security measures, it 
would be foolish to assume that there will not be any further 
attempts b:y mechanics and baggage handlers to conceal nar- 
cotics on airplanes.69 

In a startling revelation concerning indigenous officials in Southeast 
Asia, the I.G. bitterly reported that 

In recent testimony to Agency officers in Vientiane, Laotian 
officials who had been involved in the drug business stated 
that there was no need for drug traffickers to use Air Amer- 
ica facilities because they had their own. We certainly found 

61Md. 
O8 Ibid. p. 13. 
= Ibid. 
vi&. p. 14. 
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this to be true. In addition to the Royal Lao Air Force 
(RLAF) , there are several commercial airlines in Laos, in- 
cluding Royal ,4ir Lines, Lao Air Development, Air Laos, 
and perhaps others, all of which evidently have ties with 
high Laotian government offic.ials. It is highly problematical 
whether these airlines have a full platter of legitimate busi- 
ness70 

Another factor which had the effect of making Air America a less 
desirable target for the drug trafficker was that there were virtually 
no regular, pre-arranged flight schedules for the pilots. Ordinarily, 
the pilot did not know until he reported for duty which airplane he 
would be flying or what his flight schedule would be for the day. 

Air America’s Security Inspection Service, which was established 
early in 1972, also had five inspect.ion units in Laos. Similar unit,s 
were eventually established elsewhere in Southeast Asia. Each unit 
consisted of an American chief and three or four indigenous personel. 
The baggage of the pilot and all p‘assenpers traveling in CIB-owned 
aircraft was inspected in t.he presence of an American official before 
anyone was permitted to board. All cargo was inspected unless it had 
been exempted under established procedures. The very existence of 
t.he system was considered a deterrent to drug smuggling on Air 
America a’ircra.ft and did result in several discoveries of drugs among 
t,he baggage of passengers, although only one or two of these involved 
quantities of sufficient size to be as commercial. 

Agents and Assets 
This is one area where the CIA is particularly vulnerable to criti- 

cism. Relationships with indigenous assets and contacts are always 
broad. In Laos, clandestine relationships were maintained in every 
aspect of the Agency’s operational program-whether paramilitary, 
polit,ical action, or intelligence collection. These relationships included 
people who either were known to be, or were suspected of being, in- 
volved in narcotics trafficking. Although these individuals were of con- 
siderable importance to the Agency, it had doubts in some instances. 
For example, the investigators were troubled by a foreign official who 
was alleeed to have been involved in one instance of transporting 
opium. He was evidently considered “worth the damage that his ex- 
posure as an Agency asset would bring, although the Station insists 
(a) that he is of value to the Station as an agent of influence [deleted] 
and (b) that his complicity in the [deleted] incident has never been 
proved.” r1 

Among liajson contacts, which in the military arena included vir- 
t’ually every high-ranking Laotian officer, the Inspector General 
warned that t.he Agency was “in a particular dilemma.” 

The past involvement of many of these officers in drugs is 
well-known, and the continued participation of many is sus- 
petted: yet their goodwill. if not actual cooperation, con- 
siderably facilitates the military activities of the Agency- 
supported irregulars.72 

m Ibid. 
-n Ibid. 
“Ibid, p. 18. 
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The Inspector General concluded, that 

The fact remains , . . that our continued support to these peo- 
ple ca.n be construed by them, and by others who might become 
aware of the association, as evidence that the Agency is not as 
concerned about the drug problem as other elements of the 
U.S. mission in Laos. The Sta.tion has recently submitted, at 
headquarters’ request, an assessment of the possible adverse 
repercussions for the Agency. if its relationship to certain as- 
sets were exposed. We think that. on the whole, that assess- 
ment was unduly sanguine. We believe the, St&ion should 
take a new look at this problem, using somewhat more strin- 
gent criteria in assessing the cost-benefit ratio of these rela- 
tionships. We realize that it is impossible to lay down any but 
the most general kind of rules in judging whether to con- 
tinue, or to initiate, a clandestine relat,ionship with Laotians. 
Each case has to be decided on its own merits, but within a 
framework that attaches appropriate importance to its pos- 
sible effect on the U.S. Government’s anti-narcotics efforts in 
Laos. It, is possible that the Station will need additional 
guidance from hea.dquarters as to current priorities among 
our objectives in LaosT3 

9. Nonoperating Proprietaries 
Nonoperating proprietaries vary in complexity according to their 

Agency task. They are generally corporate shells which facilitate for- 
eign operations and clearly pose no competitive threat to legitimate 
businesses. The most elaborate are legally licensed and established to 
conduct bona fide business. 

All nonoperating proprietaries do have nominee stockholders, 
directors, and officers and are generally directed by one of the Agency’s 
proprietary management companies. The company address may be a 
Post Office box, a legitimate address provided by a cleared and witting 
company official or private individual or the address of a proprietary 
management company. The nonoperating proprietaries maintain bank 
accounts, generate business correspondence, keep book: of account 
which can withstand commercial and tax audit, file Statt and Federal 
tax returns, and perform normal business reporting !o v gularory 
authorities. They are moderately capitalized. generally at around 
$5,000, and their net worth at any one time variss accordii:;: to the 
Agency task they are performing. As of December 31.1973, more Lhan 
60 percent of the combined net worth of these proprietaries was o!~rat- 
in 

FL 
capital for companies which provide cover to agency pcrsnnnei. 
egally incorporated companies require less elaborate commercia! 

administration due to the nature of the tasks they perform for the 
CIA. This kind of proprietary is directly managed by headquarter. 
specialists operating in alias. No commercial book or accounts are kept, 
and in the event of a tax audit the Agency has to brief the auditing au- 
thority. 

Depending on use, administration may be as simple as maintain- 
ing bank accounts and filing annual franchise taxes, or as extensive 

“Ibid, p. 19. 
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as that required to obtain Employee Identification numbers, to pay 
personnel taxes, and to file tax returns. 

There are also so7e-proprietorships, which are proprietaries in the 
sense of being Agency-owned and administered. The Agency estab- 
lishes and registers these sole-proprietorships. Arrangements are made 
to provide an address for these entities. Like the proprietary corpora- 
tions administered by Agency Headquarters specialists, these com- 
panies provide cover, salaries, and tax attribution for Agency 
personnel. 

Another type of entity used by the Agency is a proprietary only 
in the sense of being Agency-owned and administered. These are 
the notional companies which are not legally registered, but have 
names and bank accounts controlled by the Agency. The Agency 
arranges domiciliary addresses and anv queries are referred to the 
Agency specialists concerned. These notional entities are used to pro- 
vide status and operational cover for Agency personnel involved in 
all types of high-risk intelligence operations. 

C. OPERATION OF PROPRIETARIES 

1. Statutory Authority 

The Agency’s statutory authority to spend money for proprietary 
corporations in support of Agency operations is derived from Section 
8 (b) of the CIA Act of 1949. This act states : 

The sums made available to the Agency may be expended 
without regard to the provisions of law and regulations relat- 
ing to the expenditure of Government funds; and for objects 
of a confidential, extraordinary, or emergency nature, such 
expenditures to be accounted for soIeIy on the certificate of 
the Director and every such certificate shall be deemed a suf- 
ficient voucher for the amount therein certified.?’ 

The language contained in Section 8(b) is adequate authority to 
exclude the operation of these proprietary corporationqfrom the law 
governing Government corporations in 31 USC. 841 et seq. How- 
ever, the CIA General Counsel ruled in 1958 that the CIA should 
comply with the principles in that act to the extent possible, and this 
has been done. A classified Memorandum of Law by the CIA General 
Counsel on the Agency’s authority to acquire and dispose of a 
proprietary without regard to provisions of the Federal Property 
and Administrative Services Act, outlines the CIA’s position. This 
position was upheld by the U.S. District Court in the Southern 
District of Florida in dismissing the suit Famner v. Southern Air 
Transport on July 17, 1974 .75 
remains the law. 

That result was not appealed and 

2. Specific Controls . 
The formation and activities of proprietaries are controlled through 

various mechanisms to assure their proper use. These include internal 

“5OUSC403(b). 
= See p. 246. 
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Agency regulations which establish the administrative procedures to 
be followed in the formation, operation, and liquidation of proprietar- 
ies. An Administrative Plan (specifying the operational purpose, ad- 
ministrative and management procedures, and cost) and a Liquidation 
Plan (specifying detarls of liquidation and disposition of funds when 
liquidation is contemplated) must be coordinated among the effected 
CIA components and approved at appropriate management levels. 
This regulatory control along with policy memoranda are intended to 
assure proper conduct by proprietaries. Each Agency component in- 
volved in the operation of a proprietary enterprise is responsible for 
compliance. The Chief of the Cover and Commercial Staff, the Direc- 
tor of Finance, and the Comptroller are assigned particular responsi- 
bilities. 

The controls and procedures applicable to each operating pro- 
prietarv specify that a project outline and an administrative plan must 
be approved at the Deputy Director level. Routine control and admin- 
istration is executed by a project officer at Headquarters. The Agency 
conducts semi-annual reviews to determine whether operational needs 
still exist, and performs regular audits to assure proper management 
and financial accountability. Proprietaries are liquidated as their use- 
fulness ends and new ones are formed as needed. 

3. Treatment of Profits 
The CIA General Counsel ruled in January 1958 that “income of 

proprietaries, including profits, need not be considered miscellaneous 
receipts to be covered into the Treasury but may be used for proper 
corporate or company purposes. ” 76 This subject was reviewed and the 
opinion reaffirmed by the General Counsel in July 1965. The policy of 
retaining profits has continued, although onlv a very few Agency pro- 
prietaries have ever been profitable. The CIA’s legal basis for retaining 
profits for the use of the operating corporate entities is discussed below. 

Section 104 of the Government Corporations Control Act provides 
that Congress shall enact legislation necessary to make funds or other 
financial resources available for expenditure and limit the use thereof 
as the Congress may determine. It is further provided that “this sec- 
tion shall not be construed as preventing the Government corporations 
from carrying out and financing their activities as authorized by 
existing law . . “” . The legislative history explaining this section 
of the act states that “in cases where no other law required a congres- 
sional authorization of expenditures, the corporation, if it had means 
of financing other than annual appropriations, could continue to oper- 
ate in the absence of any action by Congress on its budget program.” 78 
The statute creating a particular Government corporation may provide 
specifically how that corporation may use its profits in the conduct of 
its business. 

The Government Corporations Control Act clearly did not contem- 
Plate Government corporations of the type that the CIA has estab- 
lished. Furthermore, it is not feasible for Agency proprietaries to be 
created by act of Congress or overseen precisely as provided for normal 

nCIA General Counsel Memorandum of Law, r/s/m. 
n31 U.S.C. 349. 
18 Senate Banking and Currency Committee Report 694,11./2/45. 
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Government corporations in the Act. Nevertheless, the Agency has 
felt that the appropriate and reasonable policy would be to treat and 
control proprietaries in accordance with the terms of the law. The 
Agency maintains that there is no need to have more restrictive rules 
applied to its corporations in the use of funds, including profits, than 
are applied to government corporations under existing statute. Thus, 
the Agency considers the use by a proprietary of its earnings to carry 
on its corporate affairs without an offset against Agency appropria- 
tions to be a legitimate practice which does not constitute an illegal 
augmentation of appropriations. 

With rare exception, operating proprietaries have not been self- 
sustaining from real income. Income, including profits, is retained by 
the proprietaries consistent with the usual operating practices of busl- 
ness enterprises. 

The use of proprietaries’ profits is controlled by annual CIA reviews 
and audits of t.he total capital, investment and profits situations in the 
context of operational objectives and cover needs of the corporations. 
The CIA maint.ains that;in effect, the annual project review is based 
upon an audit as searching as that required for statutory government 
corporations. While this may be technically true, such audits do not 
raise broad questions of program duration and effectiveness. 
There is no broad management audit in program terms? but rather only 
a financial audit to determine essential security and mtegrrty. More- 
over, there have been no outside audits of any kind, especially those to 
determine performance and ef&ctiveness. One former CIA employee 
intimately involved with this process suggested strongly that these 
provisions were inadequate. This needs to be rectified, and the Commit- 
tee recommends that such audits be reported to the new legislative over- 
sight committee.“’ 

4. Disposition of Funds 

Any proprietary with funds in excess of its current or foreseeable 
needs is required to return such funds to the Agency. Funds generated 
by the liquidation or termination of a proprietary are returned to the 
Agency, except in a limited number of situations when they are trans- 
ferred to another proprietarv for “similar use.” On the basis of a CIA 
General Counsel opinion of February 3,1975, the Agency has revised 
its policy on the treatment of all returns of funds from proprietaries. 
All such returns are to be remitted to the United States Treasury as 
“Miscellaneous Receipts.” Prior to this change in policy, returns were 
treated as refunds of the previously recorded expenses, up to the 
amount of such expense for a particular proprietary with any excess 
amounts returned to the Treasury as “Miscellaneous Receipts.” *O 

1. Oeerview 
D. THE DISPOSAL OF PROPRIETARIES 

The Agency has emphasized the degree to which the extensive pro- 
priet,ary system it has maintained in the past has been disposed of in 
recent years. According to the current Chief of the Cover and Com- 

” See Recommendation 50. 
8o See Recommendation 52. 
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mercial Staff, at least as far as large proprietaries are concerned, 
“because of multitudinous reasons they will be viewed as the solution 
of last resort.81 Size was a problem and made it “inevitable that cover 
would not last.:’ Moreover, there simply is not a need, according to the 
Agency, for the kind of capabilities supplied by an Air america either 
now or in the foreseeable future. In this regard, the agency has also 
indicated that no “real proprietaries” are m planning because there 
are no such opeerat.ional requirements before the Cover and Commer- 
cial Staff. 

The Committee has learned from its study that the Agency retains 
the capability ‘5n being” to create large proprietaries.82 More- 
over, numerous “shelf” corporations are kept available to provide 
cover. These entities are generally of the notional variety which do 
not compete with legitimate enterprises. Nonetheless, the Agency has 
emphasized the need to maintain this ge,neral vehicle for at least one 
purpose: to retain assets. Notionals are a very effective cover mecha- 
nism when they are small, and can be very effective in securely pro- 
viding various support items. In addition, the Chief of the Cover and 
Commercial Staff told the Committee that, in order to carry out opera- 
tional functions, the CIA needs a variety of tools: 

We need a variety of mechanisms. We need a variety of 
cooperating personnel and organizations in the private 
sector. 

Proprietaries, in the largest sense as we have used it 
throughout these investigations, are part of this arsenal of 
tools that the Agency must have in order to fulfill its job. 
I said earlier on this morning that on the basis of our ex- 
perience with proprietaries we have come to the conclusion 
that wherever possible we try to use other means of pro- 
viding cover and hiding the CIA hand than proprietaries. 
But where there is no other way, or where it is the be&, way 
in order to achieve the operational objective, we have used 
proprietaries in the past and we propose to continue to use 
proprietaries. So we are not getting out of the proprietary 

*lChief, CCS, l/27/76, nn. 15-16. 
The Denuty Director of Operations noted recently in testimony : 
“I think by and large that the day of the big proprietary is over. We have 

attempted over the past few years to try to squeeze down on those kinds of pro- 
prietaries and I think we have really gone now to a fairly small number, and 
a fairly tightly controlled group of proprietaries who are doing legitimate opera- 
tional jobs, particularly in the media field. 

“Our experience with proprietaries in the past has been if left by themselves, 
they tend to absorb larger and’larger amounts of government money and are not 
particularly for a business. They are not very viable in the business sense and 
quickly become suspect as not having any commercial validity. And we have, 
I think in the past ten years, we have in this past ten years gotten rid of an 
enormous number of proprietaries in this field. I don’t foresee us getting in the 
immediate future into any expansion of that proprietary record. I think we are 
about right in terms of where we are now.” 

82 The DnO closed his recent testimony with a caveat : 
“I can visualize. however, depending on what happens to the Aeency in the 

future, the possibility that we might want to use more proprietaries. par- 
ticularly in the Aeld of cover if this gets terribly tight or terribly dif3cult. But 
the average operational purpose. except for some of these media operations, all 
we need is cover and I think that most of the proprietaries that we have fall 
into that category.” 
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business as such. But it is true that the proprietaries that 
we are using at the present time and what I can foresee for 
the immediate future is going to be of a smallish variety.g3 

The former General Counsel of the CIA, Lawrence R. Houston, con- 
curred in this judgment. It should, he said, be used only as a “last 
resort.“s4 The Chief of CCS noted that these operations are run for 
specific purposes unrelated to profit and that, “I am not in the business 
to make money.” 85 

Only two proprietaries, the insurance complex and Air America, 
returned continuing profits or did large volumes of business. For 
this reason, the Committee sought to discover if the CL4 would ever 
again seek to establish a large proprietary conglomerate such as the 
Air America complex. The Chief, CCS responded in this manner: 

These kind of facilities, any kind of facilities of this 
kind get established and are used because they are needed in 
the pursuit of an existing operational requirement. 

If such an operational requirement should again arise, I 
would assume that the Agency would consider setting up a 
large-scale air proprietary with one proviso-that we have a 
chance at keeping it secret that it is CIA.” 

Mr. Houston noted that he did not believe it was possible to keep such 
an activity secret : 

1’11 answer to that. I don’t believe it’s possible. The avia- 
tion industry, everybody knows what everybody is doing and 
something new coming along is immediately the focus of 
thousands of eyes and prying questions, and that combined 
with the intricacies of a corporate administration these days, 
and the checks and balances? I think make a large aviation 
proprietary probably impossible. . . . I don’t think you can do 
a real cover operation, is my personal assessment.87 

The Committee reviewed those propriet.aries which had been sold 
or otherwise disposed of during the period from 1965 to 1975. It sought 
to discover which of those proprietaries disposed of in the last ten 
years maintained a significant relationship with the Agency by con- 
tract or informal understanding. More specifically, the Committee 
sought answers to the following questions : 

(1) How have proprietaries been disposed of by the 
Agency % 

(2) Have proprietaries or their assets been sold to per- 
sons who had previously served as directors, officers or em- 
ployees of the proprietaries ? 

(3) How often were proprietaries sold pursuant to an 
agreement or understanding that the purchased proprietary 
would provide the Agency with goods, services or other 
assistance ? 

m Chief, CCS, l/27/76, pp. l%M. 
a Houston, l/15/76, p. 5. 
m Chief, CCS, l/27/76, p. SO. 
-Ibid., p. 21. 
= Houston, l/27/76, p. 21. 
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Our study revealed that during the indicated period, a large num- 
ber of proprietaries were dissolved, sold, or otherwise disposed of, 
thus substantiating the Agency’s claim that it had moved declsi\-ely to 
extricate itself from this area of activity. In a very real sense, it is 
nearly impossible to evaluate whether a ‘*link” still exists between the 
Agency and a former asset related to a proprietary. In some cases, 
even though formal and informal Agency ties are discontinued, social 
and interpersonal relationships remain. The impaclt of such liaisons is 
difficult to assess. 

At its peak, Air America, the Agency’s largest proprietary, had 
total assets of some $50 million and directly employed more than 5,600 
individuals (the total number of employees for the Air America com- 
plex was in exces of 8,000). The company is in the process of being 
liquidated because it is no longer required. The Air America complex 
included a number of other companies with the Pacific Corporation 
as the holding company. The general plan for liquidation of Air 
America is for the Pacific Corporation to sell off Air America, Inc., 
and its affiliates. A private New York firm was engaged to estimate 
a fair market value for the complex. Although the Agency con- 
ducted an intensive search for competitive bidders, it was able to 
find buyers for only one, of the affiliated companies. The sale of this 
company was closed on January 31, 1975. The remaining parts of 
Air America are being liquidated by sale of individual assets upon 
completion of existing contracts. Funds realized from the sales could be 
as much as $25 million and will be returned to the Treasury. 

Agency financial support for Radio Liberty and Radio Free 
Europe, both sizeable proprietaries, was terminated in FY 1971 and 
responsibility for their funding and operation was assumed by the 
De artment of State. 

8 outhern Air Transport was sold on December 31, 1973 because 
its contingency capability was no longer needed. The Agency realized 
$6,4’70,000 from this sale, of which $3,345.000 was in cash (including 
a $1.2 million award in arbitration of a dispute over the proceeds of 
the sale of an aircraft by Southern Air Transport after the sale of 
the company by the Agency). The purchaser paid the balance to Air 
America to retire a debt owed by Southern Air Transport. A group 
of employees of Southern Air Transport filed a civil action disputing 
the propriety of the sale of the company by the Agency, but the case 
was dismissed with prejudice on July 17, 1974 by a Federal court. 

Most of the entities of which the Agency has divested itself were 
either sold or given to witting individuals (former officers, em- 
ployees, managers, contractors, etc.). A handful were sold or given 
to witting individuals who had no formal relationship with the pro- 
prietary. In several cases. transfer of the entity was conditioned as an 
agreement that the proprietary would continue to provide goods or 
services to the CIA. Other methods which have occasionally been used 
to dispose of entities include: merger with another Agency pro- 
prietary ; transfer or sale of a proprietary to another Government 
department; and liquidatio?, with the remaining assets of the pro- 
prietary being given to previously uncompensated participants in the 
venture, or to other Agency proprietaries. 
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2% TIM Sale of Southern Air Transport, Inc. 

Southern Air Transport Incorporated (SAT) is an American air 
carrier? incorporated in the State of Florida on October 31, 1949. 
From its inception until its purchase in 1960 by the Central Intelli- 
gence Agency, it was privately owned. It was purchased by the CIA 
on August 5, 1960, and owned by the CIA ‘through December 31, 
1973 when the Agency sold the firm back to one of its original owners. 

The decision to acquire Southern Air Transport was triggered by 
a change in the regulations governing the award of Military Air 
Transport Service (MATS) contracts. On April 1,1960, Air America 
had begun flying a seven month MATS contract operating out of 
Tachikawa Air Force Base in Japan, to other Pacific locations. In 
June of 1960, the Department of Defense and the Civil Aeronautics 
Board changed the regulations governing the awarding of MATS 
contracts to require that bidders hold at least a Supplemental Certifi- 
cate of Convenience and Necessity for an air carrier and that they 
participate in the Civil Reserve Air Fleet Program. Air America 
did not meet either of these new criteria and could not obtain appro- 
priate waivers. 

The Air America heavy airlift capability represented an American 
asset for use in future operational contingencies throughout the Far 
East area. Loss of the MATS contract would result in underutiliza- 
tion of aircraft and air crews, and the revenues were needed to 
sustain these assets. Therefore, the CIA proposed that either Air 
America should obtain the necessary certification, or that the Agency 
should buy another commercial firm that already held these certifi- 
cations. The October 1, 1960 contract date, the need for public hear- 
ings, and lengthy proceedings militated against Air America apply- 
ing for the certificate. In order to avoid lengthy public hearings, 
which would be time-consuming and generate public exposure, it was 
decided that the ownership of the company to be acquired must be 
kept completely separate from Air America. This solution was con- 
curred in by the CAB, DOD, the CIA, and Air America management. 

It was anticipated that if the new company were awarded an on- 
going MATS contract, it would actually perform the flying service 
but would use equipment under conditional sale from Air America 
and would employ personnel transferred from Air America. Under 
ir.ter-company agreements Air America would provide all mainte- 
nance work, ground handling, and other services for which it would 
be reimbursed by the new companv. In this wav, Air America would 
share in the revenues generated by the MATS cont.racts. The pro- 
posal to purchase a supplemental carrier and operate it under the 
above arran,gement was appr0ve.d by Dire&or of Central Intelligence 
Allen Dulles on July 15, 1960. Funds from the Clandestine Services 
budget for FY 1962 were made available for the purchase. 

After World War II there had been over 200 snppleme,ntal carriers 
in existence. By 1960 only 18 were still operating. Air America man- 
agement made a survev of the 18 and determined that Southern Air 
Transnort in Miami, Florida, was the most attractive as a purchase 
possibility. It operated two G46s-one owned, one leased-between 
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Miami and points in the Caribbean and South America. Its associated 
company owned the four acre property on which SAT was located. 
Moreover, it operated at a modest profit and had no long term debts. 

Negotiations for the purchase of SAT were successful and on Au- 
gust 5,1960, the CIA exchanged $307,506.10 for all outstanding shares 
of capital stock of SBT and its real property owning affiliate. The 
Agency owned these shares in the name of a former board member of 
Air America. 

Under CIA management Southern Air Transport operated with 
two semi-autonomous sections : the Pacific and Atlantic Divisions. The 
Pacific Division performed the MATS contract and supported Agency 
“heavylift” requirements in East Asia. The Atlantic Division con- 
tinued to operate in the Caribbean and South America; doing the 
same sort of flying SAT had done prior to Agency acquisition. The 
Atlantic Division was also able to furnish support for certain sensitive 
operations. At the peak of its activities, the SAT fleet, comprised of 
both owned and leased aircraft, included Douglas DG6, Boeing 727, 
and Lockheed L-100 Hercules aircraft. 

The Sale 
In 1972 it became apparent that the Agency’s air capabilities ex- 

ceeded its needs, and that political realities and future operational re- 
quirements in the post-war era of Southeast Asia would not require 
large air proprietary assets. On April 21,1972, the Director of Central 
Intelligence authorized the divestiture of CIA ownership and control 
of the Air America complex and Southern Air Transport. He approved 
recommendations calling for: Air America to be retained until the 
end of the war in Southeast Asia ; the immediate elimination of the 
Pacific Division of SAT; the sale of two 727 aircraft leased to SAT 
by Air America ; and subsequent divestiture of Agency ownership 
and control of the remainder of SAT.88 Specific note was made that 
conflict of interest should be avoided and that no employee should 
receive a windfall benefit as a result of these transactions.8e 

In May 1972, two Agency officials met with the Chairman of the 
Civil Aeronautics Board and his Administrative Assistant to seek 
informal advice as to the best way to disengage from SAT. Three 
alternatives were discussed: (1) dissolve the company and sell the 
assets ; (2) sell the assets to the current operators of the company ; 
(3) sell SAT to, or merge SAT into, one of the other supplemental 
carriers. 

The CAB chairman discouraged option (3) because it would in- 
volve public hearings and would be subject to criticism by the other 
supplementals : Option (1)) although least troublesome from the legal 

@The Director determined that “we no longer should retain air proprietaries 
purely for contingent requirements and that on the record, therefore, the Agency 
should divest itself of the Southern Air Transport complex entirely.” He stated 
that the desirable course of action would be dissolution, although he realized 
that the problems were many and complex. Alto. he did nnt rule out other solutions 
which might achieve the end and yet better satisfy the interests of all concerned. 

BB A condition imposed by the DC1 was that “in the disposition of any of the 
assets involved nothing inure to the benefit of Agency employees or former em- 
ployees or persons whose relationship with the Agency has been or is of such 
a nature as might raise a question of conflict of interest.” 
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and security standpoints, would further reduce the shrinking num- 
ber of U.S. supplementals (by 1972, there were only eleven supple- 
mental carriers left) and would be unfair to S-4T employees. The CAB 
officials had no obiections to option (2). 

_ I 

On May 51972 the DC1 was presented with the results of the meet- 
ing with the CAB chairman. He approved the recommendation to ex- 
plore the sale of the equity in SAT to the current management. It 
was noted that SAT had been operating as a supplemental carrier for 
25 years, that none of the employees of S4T had ever been an em- 
ployee of the Agency, and that both the Department of Defense and 
the chairman of the CAB considered it in their best interests to keep 
SAT as a viable carrier. The rationale behind selling SAT intact to 
its management was : 

(1) Liquidation would deprive the United States of a useful air 
carrier and would be unfair to the employees. 

(2) Sale of SAT on the open market would.generate an unaccept- 
able level of public interest and scrutiny. -4 publicly advertised dlsposi- 
tion would run contrary to the Director’s statutory mandate to protect 
intelligence sources and methods. 

(3) Although a potential for conflict of interest and windfall profit 
existed, the sale of SAT to its management would best satisfy the 
requirements of everyone involved. 

The DC1 was, apparentlv, allowed this flexibility in method of dis- 
posal by statute. 40 U.S.C. $474( 17) provides that nothing in the 
regulations relating to disposal of surplus government property shall 
affect any authority of the CIA. In addition, 50 U.S.C. 9 403 (d) (5) 
provides that the Director of Central Intelligence is responsible for 
protecting intelligence sources and methods from unauthorized dis- 
closure. It was determined that sale of SAT stock to one of its former 
owners in a confidential manner would prevent damage which could 
result from disclosure of CIA ownership. 

Agency officials began exploring ways in which SAT could be sold to 
its management, without permitting a windfall to accrue to the buyer, 
and in a way that could not be construed as a conflict of interest. To 
establish a reasonable selling price, the Agency asked a Certified 
Public Accounting firm to perform a valuation study. The accounting 
firm in turn engaged an aviation consultant firm to conduct an eval- 
uation of the aircraft. The following values were established : 

Yillione 
(1) Book value of SAT ______ -_---__- ______ ----------------_ $3.900 
(2) Estimated total value of SAT capital stock on open market- 2.645 
(3) Disposal as going concern____-_--__-------------------- 2.100 
(4) Liquidation value-------------------------------------- 1.250 
(5) Agency investment------------------------------------- 1.500 

Based on these figures, the Executive Director-Comptroller on August 
17,1972, approved an asking price of $2.7 million. Sale at this price to 
the management would require simultaneous payment in full of the 
$3.2 million note payable to Air America through an associated land 
holding company, and would not include any equity in the lease pur- 
chase agreement between ‘SAT and Air America for a Lockheed L 
100-30 Hercules aircraft. Although this $2.7 million price was less 
than the $3.9 million book value, it did exceed the ,fair market value 
of the company as calculated by. professional appraisers. The ap- 
praisals were based not on depreciated purchase prices for assets, as 
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reflected in book values, but on the earning power of the assets adjusted 
to “present value” and the current resale value for all assets. 

On August 23, 1972, the former owner was advised that the asking 
price for SAT was $5.9 million; $2.7 million for the acquisition of 
stock and $3.2 million for payment of debt to Air america. -4 deadline 
date of October 1, 1972 was established; otherwise the firm would be 
dissolved and the assets liquidated. Although the former owner con- 
tended the asking price should be reduced because the outstanding loan 
to Air America had been reduced since the date of the study, he stated 
that he would attempt to work out financing within the deadline date 
of October 1, 1972. This deadline was extended by the Agency to 
December 4,1972. 

On December 5, 1972, the former owner submitted an offer to buy 
SBT for $5 million: $1.875 million for the acquisition of SAT and 
$3.125 million to pay off the debt to Air America. On December 26, 
1972, the Executive Director-Comptroller approved the recommenda- 
tion that the offer be rejected and that if the former owner was unable 
to raise by January 20, 1973, the additional funds required for the 
original purchase price of $5.9 million, including the Air America 
debt, that the Agency proceed with liquidation plans and the dis- 
missal of SAT employees not later than February 1, 1973. 

On January 11, 1973, a new proposal was submitted to purchase 
SAT for a total price of $5,605,000. The former owner cited a tenta- 
tive commitment for a loan of $LO million and his offer was con- 
tingent upon an additional loan. The offer called for a total payment 
of $5,605,000 broken down as follows : 

In millions 
Acquisition of SAT stock----------- -____- -- __-__________-___ $2.145 
Payment of debt to Air America----------- _--_____ - _____--___ 3.125 
Credit for payments to Air America since 10 June 1972 in liquida- 

tion of long term debt-----------------_------------------ .335 

Total payment---------------------------------------- 5.605 

Prior to accepting the offer, CIA officers again discussed the sale 
of SAT with a C14B representative, who indicated that the board 
would be interested in seeing S4T continued. The CAB representa- 
tive stated that it would not be necessary to surface the Agency’s name 
as the true owner of SAT in the CAB proceedings, and that he did not 
anticipate any problems with other supplemental carriers as a result 
of the sale. 

On January 19, 1973, the DC1 approved the sale of SAT. It was 
noted that the offer was within 5 percent of the original asking price, 
was above the independent evaluation for sale as a going concern, and 
was at a figure which would not seem to give the buyer windfall profit. 
The sale would constitute a clean break-away of SAT from the 
Agency with the exception of a one year extension on the lease/pur- 
chase agreement with Air ,4merica for an 1, 100-30 aircraft. This 
agreement for sale between the former owner and the Agency in- 
cluded a provision that any profit derived from the sale of assets 
within one year would constitute a windfall and would be added to 
the total sale price. 

On February 28, 1973, the Board of Directors of SAT executed 
corporate action on the Agreement for Sale of S4T to the former 
owner. Closing datr was e&blished at not later than 30 days after 
CAB approval. On March 1,1973 application for approval of acquisi- 
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tion of control of UT by the former owner was filed with the CAB 
under Docket Ko. 252-64. It was anticipated that CAB approval would 
be forthcoming within 60 days. 

Subsequent to the agreement for sale and application to CAB, sev- 
eral supplemental carriers generated a great deal of pressure to pre- 
-vent SAT from being sold to the former owner and to prevent SAT 
from operating as a supplemental carrier. This pressure was applied 
through Congressional representatives, the General Accounting Office, 
and the General Services Administration. The various supplemental 
carriers objected to the sale of SAT for a variety of reasons. Basically 
each supplemental objected to the portions of SAT’s operating author- 
ity which would allow SAT to compete with it. Specifically, repre- 
sentatives of one competitor indicated that it would not oppose the 
sale if the new owner would voluntarily renounce his rights to Trans- 
Pacific routes. 

Two other companies objected to SAT operating any aircraft as 
large or larger than a 727 in the Far East. Another objected to SAT 
bidding on any domestic MAC contracts. Restricting SAT to satisfy 
all potential competitors could make SAT sufficiently unattractive as 
a profitable investment that financing would be unobtainable. With 
this in mind the Agency took the position that agreement for sale of 
SAT had been executed, subject to CAB approval. If the CAB ruled 
against the sale and ownership reverted to the Agency, the Agency 
would cease any bids or service under MAC contracts and dissolve 
SAT. 

Two supplementals expressed interest in buying SAT. One did not 
make a cash offer, but on June 29, 1973, the other made a cash offer 
of about $2 million in excess of what the former owner had offered. 
According to the Agency, there were compelling reasons not to pur- 
sue these offers. Agency officers had reason to believe that the supple- 
mentals were not interested in actually buying SAT as they were 
attempting to secure a commitment from the Agency which could be 
used to compromise the CIA’s position in future CAB hearings. Three 
reasons for not accepting either offer were : 

(1) Any merger with another supplemental carrier would 
necessitate a very difficult series of CAB hearings during 
which all other major supplementals would certainly voice 
loud and strenuous objections. 

(2) To sell the firm on a sole source basis to either outside 
buyer without soliciting public bids would be contrary to 
sound business practice, and would attract even more adverse 
publicity. 

(3) Both offers were mcade directly to officials of the CIA 
and not to the stockholders of record. Although the relation- 
ship between the CIA and SAT was the subject of much 
public speculation, the relationship was still classified and an 
acceptance of either offer would be a violation of security 
and cover. 

Dissolution of the firm, or sale to the former owner, continued as the 
most acceptable method of divestiture, subject to CAB approval. 

In view of the objections by other supplemental carriers to t.he sale 
of SAT to its former owner, and the award by the Air Force of a 
Logist.ics Air contract to SAT, the DC1 directed on July 31, 1973, 
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that SAT be dissolved, that it, withdraw from the LOGAIR cont.ract 
and withdraw its application for renewal of supplemental certificate. 
The former owner was advised of this decision and made a counter 
offer to purchase the company under his previous offer. He also pro- 
posed that SAT return its supplemental certificate, withdraw applica- 
tion for acquisition for sale from CAB, and operate as a commercial 
carrier under Federal ,4viation Regulation Part 121 authority. Such 
act,ion would remove SAT from direct competition with the supple- 
mentals, but retain a worthwhile market in which to operate. Addi- 
t,ionally, no CAB hearing would be necessary to obtain this type of 
operating aut.hority. On October 1, 1973, the DC1 ‘agreed to entertain 
the proposal to continue the sale of SAT as a Part 121 operator, on 
the condition that the former owner obtain prompt financing. Other- 
wise, the firm would be dissolved. 

On October 5, 1973, the SAT Board of Directors approved and 
executed a new agreement for sale including the following provisions. 

(1) The former owner to acquire stock of SAT and Actus 
for $2,145,000. 

(2) The former owner to pay off $3,125,000 owed to Air 
,Qmerica. 

(3) 14green~ent subject to the former owner obtaining 
$4 million loan. 

(4) Agreement to be subject to SAT withdrawing applica- 
tion for renewal of its Certificate of Necessity and Con- 
venience for an Air Carrier (Supplemental Certificate). 

(5) Lease/purchase ‘agreement for L-100 between AAM 
and SAT to be extended one year. 

fld? dttet of sale. 
n i windfall provision to be effective for one year 

On November 29, 1973, the former owner received a commitment 
from The First National Bank of Chicago for a loan of $4.5 million 
thereby making the October 5, 1973 agreement operative. On Novem- 
ber 30, 1973, the DC1 approved the sale of SAT in accordance with 
the October 5 agreement for sale. On the same day, the application to 
the CAB for acquisition of S4T under Docket No. 252-64 was with- 
drawn and petition for cancellation of certificate and termination of 
exempt.ion authority was filed with an effective date of December 30, 
1973. On December 31, 1973 the sale was closed, the note to Air 
America was paid off, and the former owner became the sole owner 
of S4T. 

In early January 1974, CIA officials learned from Air America 
management that SAT had exercised the purchase option of the lease/ 
purchase agreement between SAT and Air America for the Lockheed 
L 100-30 Hercules aircraft. The option sale price from Air America 
was $3,150,000. S4T immediately resold the aircraft to Saturn Air- 
ways for $4,350,000, for a profit of $1.2 million. The Agency inter- 
preted this sale as a violation of the anti-windfall provisions of its 
agreement with the owner. On January 25,1974, Air America executed 
an Escrow and Arbitration Agreement on behalf of the CIA with 
SAT on the disputed $1.2 million profit. The agreement called for 
$750,000 to be placed in escrow with the American Security and 
Trust Company of Washington, D.C. The escrow funds were to be 
held as a Certificate of Deposit purchased at the prevailing market 
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Promissory Note to Air America for the remaining $450,000 of the 
clisputed amount. The note was to bear interest at the same rate cur- 
rently being earned on the Certificate of Deposit in escrow. It was 
arranged that the escrow deposits plus accrued interest would be paid 
to the party deemed in favor by an arbitrator with each party to pay 
one-half of the costs of arbit,ration. On September 5, 1974 the arbi- 
trator ruled in favor of Air america. This decision caused an addi- 
tional $1,304,243 to accrue to the Agency from the SAT sale. This 
was the sum of the $1.2 million under arbitration plus accrued interest, 
less the Agency’s share of arbitration costs. 

3. Declassification of Relationship With CIA 
In March 1974 the employees of SAT retained an attorney and 

brought a class action suit in U.S. District Court for Southern Flor- 
ida against Southern Air Transport, Inc. and the Central Intelligence 
Agency. The employees as plaintiffs sued for injunctive relief and 
damages. In this suit the employees alleged : 

(1) That the CIA sold the stock of SAT to the former 
owner illegally, 

(2) That SAT had embarked on a program to sell off its 
assets, depriving the plaintiffs of employment, 

(3) That the plaintiffs were entitled to the benefits of the 
CIA Retirement and Disability System, and 

(4) That their civil rights had been violated. 

In view of the publicity arising from the allegations made by the 
other supplemental carriers during the CAB proceedings and the 
publicity arising from this suit, it was determined that no useful 
purpose would be served by continuing to deny the true ownership 
relationship of SAT by CIA. The operational activities performed 
by SAT on behalf of CIA were and remain classified. As a part of the 
Agency’s defense in this suit, an affidavit of the Deputy Director for 
Management and Services of the CIA was presented in court. 

In the affidavit he delineated the relationship between the CIA and 
SAT and the authorities for purchasing and l,ater selling the capital 
stock of SAT. He also defined the employment status of the plaintiffs 
as not being government employees and not ,being CIA employees, 
and therefore not being eligible for participation in the CIA Retire- 
ment and Disability System. 

In the Order Granting Motion for Summary Judgment, the court 
found that the sale of SAT capital stock was not in violation of law ; 
that the plaintiffs’ claim to be U.S. Government employees and en- 
titled to CIA retirement benefits was invalid ; ‘and that the SAT em- 
ployees were not deprived of any civil right under any state law. 
As a result, the action was dismissed with prejudice as to t.he plaintiff. 
Although this suit did cause the relationship between t.he Agency and 
SAT to be officially disclosed, it did establish, in a court of law, two 
points favorable to the Agency : 

a. The sale of SAT violated no laws and was within the 
authority of the DC1 ; and 

b. The directly hired employees of CIA owned propriktary 
firms such as SAT do not necessarily enjoy the status of Fed- 
eral Government employees. 
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4. Possible Conflict of Interest 

In the SAT divestiture, the Agency took precautions to avoid con- 
fiict of interest. A retired staff agent who had been the Managing 
Director of Air America, Inc., made several offers to acquire SAT. 
In ea.rly 1972 he and some 0the.r members of Air America mana.gement 
made ‘an informal offer to buy SAT. On August 7, 19’72, the retired 
staff agent told the Agency official responsible for the management 
of SAT and Air America, that he, in association with two supple- 
mentals, wanted to offer “book value’! for SAT. He stated that they 
were not interested in SBT’s certificate, but rather in the equipment 
and that if allowed to make an offer, it would be one that would not 
require CAB hearings. In both cases, the CIA General Counsel deter- 
mined that due to the offeror’s close association with the Agency, the 
offer was unacceptable. In later discussions, the retired staff agent 
asked to lbe allowed to bid on SAT in open bidding. The General 
Counsel’s position on this request was that open bids would not solve 
the conflict of interest problems. In any transact,ion this complex, 
selecting the bid is only a preliminary to the negotiated final sale. 

Another potential conflict of interest involved another supplemental 
air carrier. From the time the Agency first decided to divest until the 
sale was consummated, t.his company expressed continuing interest in 
merging with ShT. Their representative was a former Director of 
Central Intelligence, who made literally dozens of phone calls to 
Agency officials and arranged many meetings; <all for the purpose of 
pressing this company’s case to purchase SAT. The company also 
proposed 60 arrange “shadow financing” for the former owner of SL4T 
if he would agree to merge ,at some later time. These offers were all 
rejected because merger with another supplemental was not an accept- 
able solution and the apparent conflict of interest was too great. 

The sale of SAT to its former owner was another area of possible 
conflict of interest. While the former owner was not an employee of the 
Federal Government during any period of association with SAT or 
CIA? he had been the owner prior to CIA acquisition, and had been 
nominal president of SAT during Agency ownership. This potential 
area of conflict had been recognized at the outset of sale roceedings, 
and the Agency obtained third party professional eva uation and lp 
restricted windfall profits to prevent such conflicts. The underlying 
philosophy for sale back to the former o\vner was to restore the status 
v ante, i.e. &urn of the corporation to its previous ownership once 
the need for a Government-controlled entity had terminated. 

E. Frr~axcrat ASPECTS 

1. Re7adions with Other US. Goaernm,ent Agencies 

Management and control of proprietaries often requires “coopera- 
tive interface” with outside agencies to gain beneficial working rela- 
tionships and appropriate authorizations. These relationships are de- 
scribed briefly below. 

For those proprietaries which maintain commercial books and other 
financial records, commercial managers prepare United States and 
State tax ret.urns annually, based on the corporation’s financial rec- 



ords. For other entities where only internal Agency records are main- 
tained, Agency specialists prepare tax returns which reflect normal 
operations of a legitimate commercial business. The Agency maintains 
close coordination with the Internal Revenue Service, which is aware 
of t,he CIA’s use of proprietary commercial entities but not of specific 
proprietaries’ ident.ities. In t.he event the IRS singles out an Agent 
proprietary for an audit, the Office of General Counsel notifies IR B 
of CIA ownership. The IRS then cancels the audit to conserve 
manpower. 

Operation of t.he air proprietaries has resulted in contact with the 
Civil Aeronautics Board, the Federal Aviation Agency and the Na- 
tional Transportation Safety Board. Specific problems have been dis- 
cussed, usually between the Office of General Counsel of the agency 
concerned and the CIA General Counsel. 

The air proprietaries have dealt with State Department and the 
Agency for International Development, generally on a contractor/ 
customer basis, although senior personnel of those agencies have 
been advised by the Agency of its ownership of the companies. 

Those proprietaries engaged in the shipment of weapons or other 
items on the Munitions Control list have required CIA assistance in 
obtaining the necessary export licenses. The ownership of the com- 
panies has been discussed with the State Department Ofice of Muni- 
tions Control, and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms. 
While the radio proprietaries were funded by the CIA, they received 
policy guidance from the Department of State to ensure that their 
broadcasts conformed to United States foreign policy. The Agency 
has intervened with t.he Department of Labor on behalf of survivors 
of employees of the proprietaries in order to assist them in receiving 
the available benefits under the applicable Workmen’s Compensation 
Acts. The Agency has also interceded with the Defense Department, 
to have proprietaries’ contracts exempted from the Renegotiation 
Board. 

The CIA has requested that the Air Force consider the interests 
of the Agency in awarding commercial contracts to proprietaries. 
Initially this was done in the mid-1950s on the basis of a policy deci- 
sion by the Operations Coordination Board that Air America was an 
instrument of value to national security. Air America was then oper- 
ating at a deficit, and the Agency was able to maintain a standb:y capa- 
bility without budget subsidies if it could obtain enough busmess to 
support large commercial aircraft. Finally, the United States Forest 
Service was advised of the ownership of a proprietary and asked to 
award contracts to the proprietary to assist the development of a 
commercial posture. 

2. Magnitude of United States Financial &takes 

Most proprietaries are small-scale operations. In many cases (the 
notionals), the overseas proprietary actually conducts no business at 
all ; it simply has a commercial charter, staff, and cover arrangements 
for Agency collection and action projects. 

Proprietary income consists of a mixture of CIA subsidy and in- 
come. In some cases, the outside income is from sources outside the 
United States Government income, e.g., Air America received income 
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for aircraft maintenance of foreign airlines in Southeast Asia. For 
t.he most part, proprietary income is in the form of “cross-orders’: from 
CIA and other Go\;ernment agencies. For example, a CIA paramxhta 
project placed orders for aircraft engines and pilot services Tit lx 
the Agency proprietary. Intermountain Aviation, Inc., and AID 
contracted with Air America to carry rice shipments in Laos. In this 
sense, many proprietaries are analogous to what are traditionally 
termed “intragovernmental funds” or “industrial funds” in United 
States Governm.ent budget and accounting manuals. 

Compared with earlier years, the current size of proprietary ex- 
penditures has markedly declined. The potential for future expansion 
is nevertheless present. Indeed, new proprietaries have been formed 
within the last several years. 

In terms of United States budgetary impact, proprietaries do not 
add significant new capital to CIA available resources, i.e., while 
they have a very large expenditure level and momentum over the 
years, most of these expenditures originated in the CIA and other 
United States Government appropriations, and the net profits gen- 
erated by outside business and investment have been relatively small. 
Another way of interpreting the figures is to observe that nearly half 
the $1.6 billion gross income of CIA proprietaries has been supplied 

by sources outside the CIA. 
The Committee reviewed the pattern of income, expense, and net 

United States investment for the twenty largest proprietaries now 
active. including their financial experience in the ttielve months pre- 
ceding June 30,197s. The two 1,argest proprietaries, Air America and 
the insurance complex, dwarf the rest. While Air America will be 
phased out by June 30,1976, ending the CIA-owned airlift capability 
and returning an estimated $20 million to the United States Treasury, 
the insurance complex will continue. 

In programmatic terms, the contrast between the current low levels 
of proprietary activity and the high levels of five years ago reflects 
the decline of paramilitary operations in Southeast Asia. Large vol- 
umes of outside orders by Defense and AID, along with sizable levies 
by CIA components, and maintenance and passenger income from 
commercial operations, were generated by a covert war. 

Looking toward the future, will new air proprietaries be estab- 
lished? The CIA thinks not, but the matter is not resolved. The ulti- 
mate question is whether there will be future United States involve- 
ment in covert wars-and if so, can some substitute for CIA-owned 
air support meet the operational requirements of secure, well-main- 
tained local aircraft? The Chief of CSS suggested that third-country 
assets could be used instead. Another possibility is the use of United 
States military aircraft, overtly or “sanitized:” 

One thing is clear: CIA sees itself as entering a different era of 
nroprietaries. It has rejected the long-held doctrine of “standby” capa- 
bility, i.e., the notion that it is worth investing considerable capital 
and operating resources in airlift, sealift, and other assets primarily 
t,argeted toward contingency requirements. Agency representatives 
maintain that the CIA is keeping proprietaries focused on cwrtmt 
operational tasks. The test of retention is the utility of a proprietary 
in executing assigned tasks instrumental to approved Agency projects. 

207-932 0 - 76 - 17 



Generally, the notionals have incre.ased by about. 30 percent since 
1967. This reflects a policy of increasing the number of cutout arrange- 
ments to increase security, i.e., to reduce one likelihood of outside 
discovery of agents or case officers working under cover of the end- 
point notional by introducing intermediate notionals for payme.nts or 
identity backstops. 

117hat are the basic distinctions of one type of propriet.ary from 
another? First, external registration divides the total in half. Those 
which have some form of legal standing with domestic and foreign 
corporate regulatory and tax authorities are subject to external gov- 
ernmental scrutiny. This occasions additional expenses and manpower 
to assure that in all respects this group of proprietaries operates in 
accordance with local law and commercial expectations. The second 
group, the notionals, exist only as names on doors, in phone director- 
ies, and on stationary. Backstopping for identification of these pro- 
prietaries is provided by Agency switchboards, mailstops, and check 
issuance. 

The next le,vel of dist.inction is within the class of legally registered 
proprietaries: those which carry on a commercial income-producing 
operation as contrasted to those which are simply cover arrangements. 
Within the class of commercial proprietaries which produce income, 
there is a distinction between those which are wholly dependent upon 
CIA for income (in the form of orders placed and subsidies) and 
those which have mixed outside and inside income. Even for those 
with mixed income, it is possible to distinguish those which have out- 
side income wholly within the United States Government (i.e., a mix 
of CIA-derived income and income from other Government agencies) 
from those which have both United States Government income and 
income from private contracts. 

3. VisibiZity in the Budget 
Budgetary accountability to t,he President and Congress depends 

upon the extent to which the Federal agencies’ budget requests provide 
information to facilitate evaluation. Circular A-11, issued by the 
Office of Management and Budget, prescribes the financial schedules 
and explanatory data which all Federal agencies must provide in their 
budge.t submissions. These provisions are consistent with the Budget 
and Accounting Acts of 1920 and 1950. The Central Intelligence 
Agency regards itself as subject to these prescriptions. The Agency 
limits the application of this principle to providing only the A-11 
materials which OMB and the Congress specifically request. This 
policy has resulted in near invisibility of proprietaries in the CIA 
budget submission. 

Circular A-11 requires agencies to provide schedules and narratives 
for each public enterprise or intragovernmental fund. This data is 
to include all sources of funding purposes and levels of expenditure, 
and approximate indications of performance through comparisons of 
past and proposed funding by activity. Under these regulations, it 
appears that the CIA should have been providing a complete set of 
schedules for the proprietaries which actually do business, i.e., exclud- 
ing notionals. 

The question of the programmatic impact of proprietaries should 
also be considered. While proprietaries have been heavily involved 
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in CIA intelligence collection and covert action? these activities have 
not been reflected in the CL4 budget submission. A policy review 
of the budget requires programmatic judgments of the necessity and 
appropriate use of proprietaries in overseas areas. The Contingency 
Reserve Fund is an example of why such clear budgetary information 
is necessary. Recent debate concerning U.S. involvement in Angola 
has brought into sharp focus the role of this fund. All United States 
aid to forces in Angola came from the Contingency Reserve. 

The only place in the budgets of the CIA where proprietaries have 
assumed even a limited visibility is in the years when supplemental 
financing was needed to establish or strengthen a proprietary. When 
such financing is necessary, the budget shows, tersely, that Con- 
tingency Reserve drawdowns have been made. For example, one past 
budget showed a certain amount to subsidize Radio Free Europe, but 
provided no justifying materials. This practice reflects the unwritten, 
post hoc nature of the Contingency Reserve financing process. In ef- 
fect, these practices allow executive branch “supplemental9 in which 
Congress is informed after the OMB has acted. 

The budget does not normally indicate Agency intentions to create 
a proprietary in the budget year ahead. For any other Federal agency, 
establishing a new publicly owned enterprise without advance notice 
to the Appropriations and substantive committees of Congress would 
be proscribed. Proprietaries which require only small subsidies to get 
under way are funded by the CIA without supplemental financing, 
i.e., within its regular budget. Therefore, these proprietaries are com- 
pletely invisible in the Agency budget submission. 

F. SOME GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

1. The Relatirmship of Utility to Size 
The Committee’s review revealed a dilemma faced by CIA planners. 

Proprietaries can sometimes be most effective in operations when they 
are large; indeed, as in Laos, they may be impelled toward enormity 
by the very nature of the operation. Yet large size conflicts with dem- 
ability. In areas of the world where there are few operating firms, 
and in types of activity which have only limited commercial appeal, 
where would large-scale enterprises get financing but from the United 
States Government 8 Operations in Laos simply could not be concealed 
in the end. This experience suggests that proprietaries may have only 
limited utility in future paramilitary operations. 

2. The Factor of Competition with Private Enterprises 
Do CIA proprietaries which produce income compete unfairly with 

private United States businesses? Is their utility to the Government of 
such magnitude that CIA proprietaries should be retained regardless 
of their competitive impact? Generally, the Agency believes that op- 
erating proprietaries do not compete with United States private enter- 
prise because they tend to do things which private companies are not 
equipped, motivated, or staffed to perform. 

-For example, CIA proprietaries purchase weapons, foreign arma- 
ments, and technical devices; conduct security investigations; purchase 
real estate ; insure uninsurable risks ; train foreign police forces; and 
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run airlines in remote areas or on commercially unattractive routes. 
Would private enterprise do any or all of these things! It is true that 
private contracts with the Government include highly sensitive con- 
tracts with the CIA for technical intelligence collection, research, and 
development. Would the abandonment of CIA proprietaries and the 
cooperation of private firms be more desirable in terms of policy, 
economy or flexibility ? 

3. Relative Xcarcity of Comlm~rd and Ofkid Cove-r 
The continuing CIA desire for more notionals reflects the scarcity 

of United States Government official cover in many areas of the world, 
and the developing desire of some United States companies not to 
cooperate with the Agency. 

4. Profits 
Some questions concerning profits have been raised. Does proprie- 

tary profit constitute a significant addition to the resources available 
to CIA ? How is such profit treated in the budget Z How is it controlled 1 
How can the Congress (or the President, for that matter) be sure that 
proprietary profits are not diverted to projects not included in the 
regular CIA budget ? 

First, profits (defined as net income to a proprietary after deduc- 
tion of operating expenses) are relatively small. Even in the days 
when the most profitable air proprietaries were operating at peak 
capacity, the most that any single firm netted was less than $4 million. 
Over the entire period 1947-1975, total profits have been $50 million, 
an average of about $1.6 million annually, for the 16 biggest CIA 
proprietaries. And in these years, a net loss was sustained three times- 
$2.5 million in 1971; $0.5 million in 1973 ; and $0.3 million in 1975. 

Looking to the future, after liquidation of the air proprietaries has 
been completed, there is forecast to be only one profitable proprietary : 
the complex of insurance companies which derives most of its profit 
from investment portfolios. This entity’s net income in 1974 was less 
than $2 million and a profit of this general magnitude is expected in 
the foreseeable future. These profits are to be used only for the in- 
surance, escrow, annuity and related complex functions. Neither the 
complex, nor profits accruing to it, are used for operational support of 
any other projects or activities. Nevertheless profits from all proprie- 
taries may be reprogrammed into CIA operations due to a “change in 
policy” reflected in the General Counsel’s decision of February 3, 
1975.9” Thus proprietaries do not presently provide a mechanism for, 
“back door” funding of covert operations ; nor are they currently in- 
tended to do ~0.~~ 

The current Chief of CCS noted that : 

It may be the questions that have been raised by the staffs 
of this Committee and of the House Committee, have kind of 
energized certain action as far as our Comptroller is con- 
cerned, as far as the Office of Management and Budget is 
concerned, and a methodology is being developed at the pres- 
ent time that the balance sheets of the salient information of 

o Chief, CCS, l/27/76, pp. 80-81. 
= Ibid., p. 79. 



the operation of proprietaries, particularly those that are 
having earnings, are annexed to the budgetary presentation 
process and review process, so that this information is avail- 
able to the Office of Management and Budget, and I assume 
to Congress, so that this can be taken into consideration. 

And you would then have, it seems to me, a degree of safe- 
guard that money cannot be taken out of there and used as 
an add-on to appropriated funds.9z 

According to the testimony, from 1973 to 1975, before the opinion 
was rendered by the General Counsel of the CIA concerning profits 
and their treatment, the Appropriations Committees \vere advised 
that such profits existed, and “it was taken into consideration at the 
time of appropriations.” 

In the future, I would think that any oversight committee 
could very promptly brin to the attention of the DC1 their 
interest in this question o P profit, and ask for an accounting, 
and certainly could be assured that there was no use of funds 
derived from a proprietary for an operational purpose un- 
related to such activity. 

I would think . . . the DC1 would be under the same 
prohibition using funds that were appropriated for the in- 
telligence directorate for operational purposes or any other 
comparable redesignation of funds.93 

When asked whether funds built up in a complex such as the in- 
surance proprietary should be used for purposes beyond those in- 
cluded in an annual authorization, an ,Qgency representative replied : 

I would view them as segregated funds to the extent that 
there was a profit, unnecessary for the purposes of the propri- 
etary, that the profit would have to be turned over to t.he 
Treasury and it could not be used for other Agency 
programs.g4 

As for the treatment in the budget, there are both policy and pro- 
cedural aspects. The policy of CIA was changed by the February 1975 
General Counsel ruling that profits of proprietaries and proceeds of 
liquidation must be returned to the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts, 
and cannot be used to augment the Contingency Reserve or otherwise 
be applied to operations. This ruling overt.urned the practice of the 
past which on occasion included the transfer of proprietaries’ net 
proceeds to the Contingency Reserve for later release to operations. 

The budgetary presentation and review procedures only partially 
focus upon proprietary profits. The insurance complex’s profits are 
invisible in the Agency budget ; they are taken into account and subject 
t,o scrutiny only within CIA. Operationally, the Directorate of Opera- 
tion’s annual review has the most detailed grasp of these monies at the 
Agency review levels. A standard set of public enterprise fund sched- 
ules, as prescribed by OMB Circular A-11, would be appropriate for 
making this complex visible in the Agency budget. Ot.her commercial 
proprietaries should show these schedules as well. The Agency has in- 

” Ibid. pp. 82-83. 
83 Ibid. p. 84. 
84 Ibid. pp. 84-85. 



dicated that the Comptroller is working with the Directorates of Op- 
erations and Administration to develop more comprehensive budget- 
ary presentation and review procedures for CIA proprietaries. 

To what extent can these new procedures prevent abuses of pro- 
prietary profits Z To what extent do they preclude the need for legisla- 
tion in this area? What form of Congressional oversight is needed 
here ; at what point should Congress exert control. 

Improvement of visibility in the budget of proprietary resources 
and provision for review of the major proprietaries as a regular part 
of budget review by CIA, OMB, and Congressional Committees would 
seem to preclude most of the dangers of abuse. On the other hand, there 
is one type of abuse for which additional Congressional scrutiny and 
safeguards may be needed: the possibility of a small-scale, high-risk 
covert project directed by the President or DC1 which is not covered 
by the regular appropriation but financed by proprietary profits. 
While no foolproof preventives can be designed by law or regulation, 
the possibility of such abuse: or the avoidance of congressional review, 
can be minimized by requiring that all CIA proprietaries report opera- 
tional activities to the congressional oversight committee.gs 

5. Private Znvestmmt by CIA 
Two types of general issues are raised by investments made by the 

Agency : 
(1) Should the CL4 engage in investments which could accumulate 

funds outside t.he budget process and thus be available for operations 
that have no public scrutiny outside CIA? 

(2) Is CIA investment policy too restrictive in regard to bank de- 
posits? Specifically, should the CL4 place large amounts of money in 
commercial banks without drawing interest 1 

A sizable percentage of the Agency’s annual appropriated and 
advanced funds are deposited here and abroad in commercial accounts 
on an incremental basis to fund operational needs. If accounts are 
maintained at levels above the minimum balance necessary for offset 
costs to the bank, the banks selected earn an interest or investment 
bonus. The selection of these institutions is non-competitive, rooted in 
historic circumstance, albeit in institutions that have shown them- 
selves flexible and responsive in providing the Agency services, Fur- 
ther investigation of this area is needed, and we encourage the new 
oversight committee to study this issue in greater detail than we have 
been able. This is one area where the exclusion of the General Ac- 
counting Office from CIA audits has had an unfortunate effect : there 
is no outside reviewer of a complex set of financial records and, con- 
sequently, confidence in the Agency’s role in this area may have been 
eroded. 

6. What is the Future for Proprietaries? 
NO new proprietaries are in formation or planned. This past fiscal 

year, 19’75, one new proprietary was created which rented office space 
for an East Coast CIA base and provided cover for Agency employees. 
The main provision for new growth is the plan of some years standing 
for establishment in the insurance complex of several corporate 

8b See Recommendation 50. 



“shells” i.e., legally constituted and registered companies that do 
very little commercial business but which can be adapted to various 
new CIA missions. To adapt. to these new missions, as noted, would 
require CIA to amend the insurance complex Administrative Plan. 
But this could be done quickly ; the existence of the shells avoids the 
leadtime of creating new corporate entities, with all the complications 
of local laws and risk of exposure. 

While CIA proprietaries are now smaller than previously, they are 
so largely for administrative reasons, i.e., response to executive branch 
directions. Although the CIA may never find proprietary expansion 
to be operationally desirable, there is currently no statutory constraint 
on such expansion. Congress should be a partner in the process of 
reviewing any such expansion by providing for changes in the charter 
process. Another approach is establishing substantive guidelines for 
proprietary operation. This approach is typified by the post-Katzen- 
bath guidelines that prohibit CIA operation of tax-exempt foun- 
dations. 

Lawrence R. Houston, the former General Counsel of the Agency, 
was intimately involved with all of the proprietaries for his entire 
tenure with CIA. Consequently, his views have been invaluable to 
the Committee in reviewing land evaluating the historv and the role 
of these mechanisms. In the course of far-ranging testimony with the 
Committee on several occasions Houston concluded that proprietaries 
“should be the l’ast resort for use to backstop Agency activities.” He 
grounded his ouinion on the fact that : 

they are cumbersome. To be properly, run they take many, 
many man-hours of many, niany different parts of the 
Agency, so they are expenstve in man-hours. There are built- 
in difhcul~ties in running what appears to be a normal busi- 
ness for operational purposes. There’s really ,a built-in dichot- 
omy there tha’t lesads to a continual conflict with policies. And 
due to the number of people involved, ,there is a security prob- 
lem on the old grounds that security doesn’t go by <the mathe- 
matical increase in the number of people. It goes geometri- 
cally as to (the number of people, the security risk.g6 

This assessment appears to be correct based on the evidence reviewed 
by the commit,tee. 

The current Director of Central Intelligence has insisted on stream- 
lining such operations and is keenlv ‘aware of the potential for abuse. 
It is, for example, the current written policy of the Agency that “to 
the clegree that domestic propriet.ary or cover companies are required, 
c clear justification will be developed as to the relationship of their 
Support of our overseas operations.” 97 

In the one area of continuing large-scale activit,y, the investment 
complex, the Agency has moved to msure propriety even in an area 
where there is no evidence that any illegal conduct has occurred. The 
current policy, esta’blished as of June 1975 is : 

[The project.] will be operated in conformance with appro- 
priate legal restrictions. Arrangements are being made for the 

* Houston, 1/15/i%. p. 4. 
87 Memorandum of the DCI, 6/75. 



briefing of the ‘appropriate Congressional committees. Par- 
ticullar attention will be given to ,avoiding any possible con- 
flict of interest situations with firms bwith which the Agency 
has contracts. Particular concern will also be exhibited over 
possible improper influence on the stock market or stock deal- 
ings through the investments involved in [the project].g8 

The Committee is mindful of the potential danger inherent in such 
operations. Therefore, it recommends that the review of this and other 
simillar projects by the appropriate oversight Committees be most 
stringent. 

The disposal of proprietaries has also generally proceeded along 
legal and ethical lines with more than due concern for conflicts of 
interest. Most notable in this spectrum of actions was the degree to 
which the Agency avoided conflicts of interest in the sale of Southern 
Air Transport. Such internal vigilance no doubt should and will con- 
tinue, Moreover, with the establishment of ‘a permanent oversight com- 
mit&, the CIA’s reporting will be made easier because it will <be able 
to report on its dealings on a regular basis to informed Members of 
Congress. 

o” Ibid. 
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